*Female student fights off attacker
/A,.
By Randy Paige
Staff Writer
An SJSU student was assaulted
at approximately 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
while she was on her way to the
library, according to University
Police investigator Edwin Anderson.
The woman was grabbed from
behind by a man who had been
hiding behind an outdoor stairwell
leading into the Old Science
Building, police said.
She screamed, bit her attacker’s
hand, stamped on his foot and drove
her head back, striking the man’s
chin. The man released his hold and
the woman fled, police said.
The victim did not see her at-
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University police are looking for a man who allegedly attacked an
SJSU woman Tuesday. The victim saw a black and orange tattoo
covering the back of the attacker’s hand when he grabbed her
from behind, police said. The man also wore a large, heavy ring on
his right finger.

tacker’s face, but she noticed other
distinguishing characteristics. She
told police her attacker had a bright
orange tattoo of a snake covering the
back of his left hand. He wore a
large, heavy ring on his right hand
She said the attacker had
distinctively long, dirty fingernails.
She described him to police as a
6-foot-2 inch male who appeared to
have a dark complection. She said
he had a "sweet and sour" odor
which leads police to believe the
man may have been under the influence of alcohol. He wore a dark
blue windbreaker with frayed cuffs.
The
attacker
reportedly
wrapped his arms around the top of
the victim’s body, but there was no

indication of attempted rape. An derson said.
The victim, in her early 20s, said
she thought there were people
walking nearby, but when she
screamed and ran no one came to
her assistance.
"She did the right thing," Andersons said. "It either hurt him,
scared him, or startled him enough
to draw him off."
Anderson added that if the
victim had used one of the blue light
telephones immediately after the
attack the police would have had a
better chance to apprehend the
attacker. But the victim was concerned about her personal safety
and was too frightened to think

about stopping to use one of the
telephones, Anderson said.
"I can certainly understand
that," he said.
The man reportedly hid in front
of the gardener’s shed located
behind the stairwell leading to the
Old Scierce Building. The woman
couldn’t see her attacker because he
was concealed there until seconds
before the attack. After the attack,
the man ran through the alley
toward Fourth Street.
Anyone who may have information concerning the attack is
urged to call Anderson at the
University Police Department, 2773513.
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City Council votes one way
on 10th, 11th street battle

1.1
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David Elliot, SJSU’s interim associate executive vice president,
spoke out against the conversion of 1 1 th and 12th streets to twoway traffic at Tuesday’s San Jose City Council meeting.

By Julie Levy
Staff Writer
Downtown residents lost a timeworn battle to convert 10th and 11th
streets back to two-way traffic
Tuesday.
The San Jose City Council voted
7 to 4 to keep the streets as they are,
a condition residents said divides
their neighborhood for the benefit of
commuters.
City staff argued in support of
the recommendation of an environmental impact report which
stated severe traffic congestion
would result from the conversion,
forcing more cars onto other
residential streets, such as Seventh,
13th, 21st and 24th.
The area studied is bounded by
Highway 17 to the north, Capitol
Expressway to the south, the
bayshore freeway to the east and
Guadalupe Parkway to the west.
Glen Roberts, deputy Public
Works director, was armed with a
string of traffic control charts and
projections to argue his point.
Conversion "is not solving
anything," he said. "It’s merely

displacing the impact onto the other
steels."
Many disagreed however. A
parade of people angry about the
fast-moving stream of cars dividing
their community testified in favor of
the change.
The city "is using the old part of
San Jose as a throughway for
commuters" said I,ouie Barozzi,
spokesman for the Campus Community Association. "We are not

statement.
Not all the downtown residents
spoke in favor of the conversion,
however.
Evereete Allen, who has lived on
N. 10th Street near Santa Clara
Street for 32 years, asked the council
not to return to "horse and buggy
times." He said he has lived under
both two-way and one-way systems,
and said the present one is better,
feel particularly lonely

Resident suggests song: ’Do you
know the way through San Jose’
going to be your freeway."
Another downtown resident,
Eufemia Nutter, suggested a new
song for the city: "Do You Know the
Way Through San Jose?"
About 150 people attended the
public hearing, which lasted more
than two hours. Most were in favor
of the conversion and applauded
after
each
pro -conversion

having to oppose many of iny friends
who have already spoken," said
David Elliot, professor of communication studies and representing
SJSU interim associated executive
vice-president.
He praised the traffic study’s
findings and urged the city to keep
the one-way streets.
Four SJSU groups, United

Professers of California, Concerned
University Employees and Students,
AS. and the Public Safety Committee of the Faculty Senate, submitted letters to the council in favor
of converting back to one-way
streets.
Several of the speakers in favor
of the conversion said children were
endangered by the fast-moving
traffic on the one-way streets,
particularly near Grant Elementary
School, located on Jackson Street
between 10th and 11th,
"We want to protect our
children," said County Supervisor
Zoe 1.ofgren, a S. 14th Street
resident.
"We don’t want our children at
Grant School to be at risk," she said.
"We don’t want the toddlers in the
houses and apartments to be at
risk."
"This item has been the subject
of lengthy debate and costly
studies," said Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes at the close of the public
arguments. "The moment of
decision is here."
see 10th and 11th, page 7

D. C. food, dish thefts I ’Spartan Nostalgia’ revived
competition
spirit
today
at
I
still major headache
By Greg Garry
Staff Writer
The annual exodus of pilfered
eating utensils and food once again
plagues the SJSU Dining Commons,
according to its manager. Bob
Woodward.
He said thefts of drinking
glasses., plates and silverware,
always a problem in the past,
continue to be a major headache.
Woodward also mentioned food
waste as a cause for concern.
"I’m already missing 200 dozen
10-ounce glasses," he said. "I bought
390 dozen at the beginning of the
semester."
_According to Woodward. some
of the students carry the glasses out
of the commons and take them back
to their dorm rooms. He also pointed
out some of the missing glasses may
have been broken.
"It’s hard to tell what is
breakage and what are just thefts,"
he said. "We’re missing a lot of
bowls, too, but I don’t have the exact
numbers on those. I hope I have
enough to get me through the rest of
the year."

Woodward said he has to work
within an equipment budget
covering both the fall and spring
semesters.
"My budget is right around
$20,000 a year for small equipment,"
he said. "Small equipment includes
everything from dining ware, like
plates and silverware to kitchen
utensils such as graters and meat
cleavers."

at each of the halls have boxes in
which to collect anything taken from
the commons. By using this method,
Woodward said, "We do expect to
get some of it back."
He said trying to catch a thief in
action presents an interesting
challenge.
"For example, a student may
make three or four sandwiches on
Friday to eat over the weekend," he

Trying to catch a thief
presents a challenge
He said he can predict precisely
when during the semester thefts can
be expected to increase.
"Normally the first month of the
semester you get hit real hard with
people stealing things:- he said.
"They stock up their dorm rooms
with glasses and plates. At the end of
the semester you get hit hard
again."
He said the residence advisers

said. "One day, I caught a guy
carrying a dinner plate piled high
with three or four dozen cookies."
Woodward said he understands
why some students think they need
to take food.
"I can’t condemn it too much
because a lot of these kids are on a
real tight budget," he said.
Because of commons policy on
food thefts, pilfering causes money
losses. Woodward explained.
"The policy is if a student is
caught taking food, the food
automatically has to be thrown
away," he said.
Woodward said waste is tne
other major problem for the commons. He said he has received a
consistently negative response from
those he has confronted about
wasting food.
"The answer always seems to
be. I paid for it, so I should be able to
take as much as I want." he said.
"Board costs for students increased
14 percent this year and waste is a
big part of the cause."
He said students sometimes
take more food than they can
possibly eat.
"Most of it is caused by their
eyes being bigger than their
stomachs," he said.

By David Flemate
Staff Writer
With the theme "Spartan Nostalgia" in mind, teams
of three representing various groups on campus will
participate in Spartan Spirit competition as part of
Homecoming festivities.
The competition will take place at noon today in the
S.U. Amphitheater. Included in the "rabble-rousing" will
be the Spartan football team, its coach and cheerleaders.
Spartan Spirit will consist of three competitive parts:
a song, a cheer and a timed "Dress a Spartan," contest.
The song should be designed to support the SJSU
Spartans or the Homecoming theme, Spartan Nostalgia.
The cheer is not to exceed a 90-second time limit and will

be judged on originality, enthusiasm and member participation.
The cheer must also follow the Spartan Nostalgia
theme and will be judged on originality, loudness and the
ability to stay within the 90-second time limit.
The "Dress a Spartan" competition is allotted one
minute. A suitcase full of clothes is given to each group at
random. One person is dressed while the other two help.
All of the articles must be worn and the judging will be
based on neatness of appearance.
Overall points collected in all three events will
determine the winning team, to be announced at the
Homecoming football game Saturday against California
State University, Fullerton.

Sigma Nu ’svvinging’
with permit from city
By Tamera Casias
Staff Writer
Sigma Nu fraternity was
granted a permit Tuesday by the
San Jose City Council to keep a
swing frame on the parkway in front
of its 11th Street house.
The frame supports a I75-pound
swing used annually in a swing-athon to raise money for Toys-forTots. The program is held in
cooperation with the U.S. Marine
Corps.
Of the 90,000 toys raised by the
Marine Corps last year, 1,500 were
collected through the local Sigma Nu
swing-a -then, according to Marine
Corps reports.
The city Public Works Department asked Sigma Nu to remove the
frame at the end of the summer,
calling it a possible public hazard.
The city council agreed to keep
the frame in place on the conditions
Sigma Nu accept liability and insurance responsibilities and if the
structure is deemed safe by the city
engineer.

Sigma Nu president Dave
Crouse, said he’s certain there will
be no problems in regard to the
insurance. The fraternity’s current
policy should cover it, he said.
The toys-for-tots program has
occurred annually since 1956. According to Crouse, the swing frame
has caused no personal or property
damage since it was built in 1975.
"I’d like to see the swing frame
remain," said Councilwoman
Shirley Lewis
Included in the packet given to
council members at Tuesday’s
meeting was a letter from Sigma
Nu’s neighbors, Kappa Sigma
fraternity.
Kappa Sigma wrote to express
its support of the toys-for-tots
program and the current location of
the swing frame.
The swing is only in the frame
for the week after Thanksgiving,
while fundraising is underway.
Other letters requesting the
council to reconsider the frame’s
removal came from A S and the

U.S. Marine Corps.
"Being an old Marine," said
Francis T. Fox, city manager, "I’d
like to see if we can continue this
very fine effort by Sigma Nu."
"I have long supported this fine
effort of San Jose students," said
Councilman James Beall. "That
swing held up last year when I got in
it
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New drunk driving statute
aims to punish not lecture
and it is about
Take a drink, lose your license
time.
With 2,648 people killed and 75,000 people injured in
accidents caused by drunk drivers in California last
year, it is about time our law-making forces finally
took action that will hopefully reduce the number of
innocent lives lost because of someone’s carelessness
while driving under the influence of alcohol.

By Kris Eldred
Staff Writer

No longer can first-time offenders try to shrug off
the charges with a sad look and the promise to never
drink and drive again.
Instead, they, as well as repeat offenders, must
face California’s new laws on drunk driving, laws that
aim to punish, not lecture.
Spearheaded by Assemblywoman Jean Moorhead
of Sacramento. AB 541, increases the sentence of a
person convicted of drunk driving. Finally, the law
takes the pressure of the "hometown" judge who feels
guilty about sentencing the minister’s son to a modest
fine and a weekend of work at the local chidren’s
center for "having a bit too much to drink on a
Saturday night."
Under AB 541, if a person is convicted of a firsttime drunk driving charge, he faces two days in jail or
except for trips to and
a 90 day license suspension

As the offenses increase, the punishment becomes
harsher. Before, drivers convicted of driving under the
influence of alcohol could talk their way out of the
charges by paying stiffer fines or plea bargaining the
sentence down to reckless driving.
Written by Assemblyman Mel Levine of Santa
Monica, AB 348 no longer allows people to plea bargain
on their second offense. Anyone convicted of drunk
driving with a prior conviction of reckless driving
where alcohol was involved will be charged for a
second-time offense, including the two to 10 days in jail
punishment.
These laws were passed in response to the cries of
victims of accidents caused by drunk drivers. The
group included mothers who feared for the lives of
their chidren and mothers whose children were killed
or injured by a driver who though he was sober enough
to drive.
People should not be discouraged from enjoying
themselves. Alcohol is a way of life for Americans. It is
the social staple that allows the meek to gain power
and the strong to be brought to their knees the morning
after a bout with the bottle.
But, when one does not realize that the alcohol
consumed distorts and fogs the brain, danger is sure to
follow and many times innocent people get hurt.
Too often, party hosts allow a guest to drive away
knowing that the guest may not be in the best conditon
to safely operate an automobile. Yet after only one or
two rounds of "please stay the night you know it
isn’t safe to drive in your condition." The host staggers
back to his warm home, leaving the streets victim to an
intoxicated driver.
Hopefully, these laws will help people to realize
that perhaps they should wait until they can see cleary
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The group included mothers who
feared for the lives of their children

The penalty of growing old in America

The elderly suffer abuse
and a $375 fine. In areas where drunk
From work
drivng classes are offered, drivers will be required to
attend the course.
On a second offense, drivers face a one-year
license suspension, a fine, and either two days in jail
and a course in drunk drivers school or 10 days in jail
with no drunk drivers school.

before attempting to drive home. If more people took
control of themselves while drunk, we wouldn’t have so
many injuries because of drunk drivers and their
carelessness.
I am not against drinking or those who drink. I am
against people being hurt because someone does not
have the sense to know he is too drunk to drive safely.

She died at 4 a.m, in a hospital
room shared by four other patients.
So silent was her passing that no one
was there to heed any last words, to
wipe the final emotion-filled teardrops, to squeeze life into the
wrinkled, withered hands that once

the mailbag_
Why I didn’t go
to SJSU
Editor:
While I was on campus last
week. I noticed that the Daily had a
story about the reason for the
enrollment decline. I would like to
let the school know that I tried to get
information about services for
veterans all last semester from Mr.
Sampson, but he was AWOL from
his office all spring.
That is why I did not come to
SJSU.
I had a choice of which college to
attend in the Bay Area because of
the nature of my business. SJSU was
my first choice until I discovered
that the director of Veteran’s Affairs
at your school was never in his office, and none of his people or his
boss knew where he was or when he
would be back.
The Dean of Student Services
said he would solve the problem. Ile
did. He closed the Office of
Veteran’s Affairs. Please add this
reason to the list Admissions and
Records made up. I’m sure other
vets in the Bay Area would like to
know where they can get help. I’m
telling all my friends not to waste
time trying to get information at
SJSU.
William Amer

Ab’ortion article
spurs response

L

Editor:
I would like to respond to the
article "Abortion, the Freedom to
Choose." In the article this
statement appeared: "Groups
should not let their personal beliefs
decide the fate of another human
life- the women’s life, nor the
child’s."
If the unborn child is, as I
believe, worth of the title "human
life," then it would be unconscionable not to try to "decide
the fate of another human life."
It is our duty, Just as it would
have been our duty to speak out
against the genocide of millions of
Jews.
Is a helpless human less needy
of defense than the rest of us? Does a
defenseless human life forfeit his

rights just because he cannot defend
them? I’d like to point out the absurdity of abortion logic by taking it
one step further.
What about people in comas or
very old people who can’t perform
the basic survival functions? Why
don’t we kill them, too? Is there
really any moment in time when an
embryo, fetus or baby "becomes
human?" I reining the readers that
the same logic was used to justify
the killings of the "somehow less
human" Jews by Hitler.
Another statement in the article: "A woman may decide to have
an abortion for medical reasons. The
woman may know the baby will be
born deformed in some way." This is
a euphemistic way of saying it is
okay to extinguish lives that don’t
measure up to our standards of
being "human." People today are
even getting abortions if the baby is
the "wrong sex." Let us all examine
ourselves to see if we are imperfect
in any way!
I believe that God accepts and
loves each one of us even with all of
our imperfections. In Genesis it
says, "God created man in His own
image.... male and female created
He them."
What if Mary had decided that
she didn’t want to have a baby and
had aborted Jesus?
Whatever the reason for it, in
the final analysis abortion is when
one person selfishly takes God’s
place and imposes his judgment of
another person’s value and deems
then unfit to live.
Mark Simmons
Undeclared
sophomore

know what we use our guns for? She
does not realize that the only person
that I would kill would be someone
attempting to kill me.
I ask her that if she met a person
who was trying to kill her with a
knife, would she use a gun to defend
herself? Perhaps she would not use
it, believing that it’s better to die by
the knife than to live as a horrible
psychopath who used a gun to defend
herself.
Keenan should state what parts
of the gun are lethal. The part of the
gun that killsthe bulletisn’t really
part of the gun at all.
I have met William Rogers’ son
Tom, and I found nothing wrong with
his mentality.
Keenan, since a silent, simple
death could be inflicted by a 50 cent
piece of wire called a garrote, why
do you not campaign against the sale
of pieces of wire?
Conor D. Fitzgerald
Mechanical Engineering
freshman

GOP wronged
in Forum article?

By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer

caressed her children, ironed
clothes, and embroidered designs on
hand-made pillowcases.
And after the nurses disconnected the tubes and needles which
sustained her life during those
desperate hours, the doctor appeared in the waiting room to inform
my mother and uncle their 67-yearold mother had passed away.
It was not until my grandmother
died that I realized how unappreciated the elderly are in this
scoiety.
She used to call at 7:30 every
morning to ask what our plans were
that day. Every holiday she sat at
the end of the table selecting the
choice meats for her grandchildren,
her children, and then, maybe,
herself.
Now what’s left is an eight-byten portrait of her on the living room
endtable, her jade and diamond
jewelry, and a void in my heart that
longs for the living squeeze of her
dry, overworked hands, and the
stories of my childhood.
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Editor:
In response to "Republican
Unanswerable
Poses
Survey
Question" it may come as a surprise
shock to Julie Levy, but Republicans
aren’t the only ones who stack
surveys!
Catherine A. Carbalis
Electrical Engineering
junior

F,ditor :
As I read Maureen Keenan’s
article on gun control, I was
bewildered by her inane attempts to
express her views on the subject.
I own a .44-caliber revolver and
I 8111 in favor of gun ownership
Isca use it is my constitutional right.
However, I am willing to listen to
another’s views on the subject.
Keenan states bluntly that gun
owners would not use our handguns
to kill a rabbit or a deer, yet we
might kill a human How does she

The Forum page is your
page. The Daily enreaders’
courages
comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion
articles are those of the
author. Editorials appearing on this page are
the opinion of the
Spartan Daily.

With tears and a strained voice,
my grandmother told me story upon
story about the Communists taking
over her property in China, about
the bombs exploding all ofer the
village and how she could not find
her children.
Often times people will want to
alleviate the guilt of sending their
elderly widowed parents to a
retirement home, so they will rent
an apartment for them and leave
them there. Or else people will take
in in-laws to live at their homes.
Sounds nice? Not when these
grandparents are left to do the
housework, babysitting and cooking.
In a small section in the Russian
state of Georgia, the elderly live
until they are well past 100. Although
sociologists believe that the brisk
climate and lifestyle they lead
enables them to live so long, they
also say that the culture there prizes
the elderly. They treat them with the
respect of kings. And when they die.
those living curse the ground
because the elderly are treasured
so.
In the United States, however,
sometimes the death of an elderly
person is seen as a relief. The family
does not have to be burdened with
the routine visits for holiday dinners
anymore or worry about how to
contend with the bickering of their
parents.
Maybe the family will regret the
fact that it will now have to hire a
babysitter to watch the kids.
All of us will grow old some day,
and by seeing how this society treats
the elderly, I am more afraid of
growing old in the United States than
lam of dying.

Spartan Daily
Greg Robertson
Al Wier

Gun owner

speaks out

Like millions of elderly in the
United States, she was mistreated.
She wasn’t physically abused, but
the verbal nuances that insinuated
"Because you are old, you can’t do
anything anymore."
Because you are old, you cannot
think. So many times, I have seen
the elderly patronized in a
degrading way. "OK dear, let me do
that .for you. You can’t do that
anymore," says a woman who takes
over the gardening.
You better go to bed now; it’s
getting late," warns a son to his 80year-old mother reading a book.
And at times, the elderly are
treated as though they have lost all
of their capacity to make decisions.
"You don’t want to eat that; it’s not
good for you," says a daughter who
then tells the waiter that the mother
does not really want to order that
steak dish.
The myths associated with being
elderly include being senile,
depressed and stupid.
What people fail to see is that
because they have lived a long and
rich life, the elderly should be
treated with dignity and honor.
It doesn’t matter if the 70-yearold man is a retired garbage
collector who visits the liquor store
daily or a president of the United
States. Just the fact that a person
has survived through years of war,
hunger and poverty shows that they
have a vast store of knowledge that
only they can feel because they have
experienced it. No textbook can
teach and interest a student more
than a story from a person that has
gone through the Chinese Cultural
Revolution or World War II
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A decline of 539 students since fall of 1980

On -campus office recruits new students

S

By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
With
SJSU’s
enrollment declining by 539
students since fall 1980, the
Office of Relations with
Schools and Colleges,
responsible for recruiting
students to this campus,
has a job ahead of it.
The office’s main
is
to
responsibility
"provide a liaison on behalf
of the California State
University and Colleges
(CSUC) system and
especially SJSU," according to Director Ellen
Van Nortwick.
The department works
with high school counprospective
sel o rs,
or
students,
parents
"anyone who needs information about CSUC,"
Van Nortwick said.
According to Van
Nortwick, the state is
divided into service areas
for the 19 CSUC system
campuses, with each
having a designated area it
represents. These areas
consist of high schools and
community colleges.
Van Nortwick and Dea
N. Whitfield, assistant
director, gave presentations to high schools
during the day, detailing an
higher
"overview
of
education and where San
Jose fits in."
Van Nortwick said
although the presentations
are given openly, SJSU
can’t help but "look
terrific."
"Generally, we speak
about every campus in the
system," Van Nortwick
said. But for the "last
couple of years we’ve been
a litte bit more aggressive"

Photo hp Jocelyn WirnanIN
Ellen Van Nortwick, director of the Office of Relations with Schools and
Colleges, is responsible for recruiting students for SJSU.
in representing SJSI.J, she applications start to be college their parents atsa id.
accepted in November,
tended, following the adVan Nortwick said she Van Nortwick expects to vice of a counselor or
and Whitfield are busy with receive more appointments economics.
this aspect of their job due to this "peak time."
"Economics is a big
"just about every day of
Van Nortwick has part of it," Van Nortwick
the week."
found through talking to said.
This month, Van students that they "choose
At night there are
Nortwick and Whitfield will colleges based on a lot of district -wide programs
visit 38 high schools and notions."
whereby 50 colleges set up
community colleges.
Reasons for attending tables, possibly in a gym,
at a community college.
Van Nortwick returned
recently from a program in
Sacramento.
This is where students
can wander in to speak to
representatives of various
a particular campus in- colleges.
"October is our busiest
Van Nortwick said
clude school status, getting
month," Van Nortwick
as far away from home as SJSU will host a program
said.
for the San Jose Unified
possible,
selecting
admissions
a
Since

We’re here to help, to cut
the red tape -- Van Nortwick

and Campbell districts due
to SJSU’s
"central
location."
Van Nortwick said she
hopes by getting students
on the San Jose campus,
they’ll realize, "I made it
out alive, things aren’t so
bad down here."
Though Van Nortwick
said students are concerned about the crime
near campus, she said
"parents are more concerned."
But she maintains that
any campus in the state has
a similar kind of situation.
"You just don’t walk
out late at night," Van
Nortwick said.
Concerning SJSU’s
enrollment drop, Van
Nortwick said the office
receives the same number
of applications as always.
Although she has no clue
why enrollment is dropping, Van Nortwick said
she feels something must
be happening between
applying to SJSU and
registering.
Van Nortwick said one
reason could be that San
Jose is an affluent area,
with most parents being
college graduates.
According to Van
Nortwick, these parents
believe in the "college
experience" of attending
school away from home.
Van Nortwick said this
is "something we can’t
fight."
We keep thinking our
day will come," Van
Nortwick said. "San Jose
has a superb reputation.
We’re nothing that should
be second choice."
Along with presentations and district-wide

Some majors attract more students
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High competition in business field
By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
As students select a
major, they often wonder
how many others they will
have to compete with for
jobs in that field.
According to figures
given by Winona DeBree,

evaluations coordinator at
Admissions and Records,
the greatest competition
exists in the fields of
business and engineering.
In May, 555 students
graduated
with
a
bachelor’s degree
in
business, the highest

CSUC to start
dental coverage
By Julie Pitta
Staff Writer
State
California
University and Colleges
(CSUC) system employees
will be covered by dental
insurance beginning Jan. 1.
The CSUC Board of
Trustees authorized the
dental plan for employees,
retired employees and
their dependents at its last
board meeting.
According to Linda
Allman, CSUC faculty and
staff affairs assistant,
details on implementing
the plan have not been
finalized. The committee
on faculty and staff affairs
will meet this week to
choose a "carrier," the
group that will provide
services for CSUC dental
insurance.
The carrier group will
determine the costs and the
extent of the coverage.
Allman said the board
has decided on carrying
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two types
coverage.

of

dental

One she said, will be a
pre-paid plan, with a
"clinic-type set-up."
The services provided
by the clinic will be prepaid by the CSUC and all
services for those carrying
this plan will be free.
The second type of
coverage will be the "indemnity plan." Those
carrying this plan will
choose their own dentist.
Certain types of services
would be covered, with a
passible monetary limit on
services provided.
Allman said neither
plan will cover highly
expensive dental work,
such as orthodontia.

number of all students
graduating from a given
SJSU school.
The second highest was
the School of Engineering,
which graduated 212
students.
Although the Home
Economics Department
has dissolved, 20 students
graduated in May and the
school is "still processing
their forms," according to
DeBree.
But lower numbers
were found in geology, with
two students graduating,
Philosophy had five
Afroand
graduates
American Studies had one.
These figures were
taken from a total of 2,152
students who graduated in
spring.

In the master’s
program, of 477 students
graduating, the highest
numbers
were
those
receiving master’s degrees
in business administration,
33, with engineering and
education following close
behind.
The departments with
the lowest numbers
graduating with a master’s
were "similar" to those
departments having few
students
receiving
bachelor’s degrees, according to DeBree.
DeBree said students
are "going more toward
business and engineering
than liberal arts" since
that’s "where the jobs
are."
Majors ranging from

nursing to advertising are
scattered in the middle,
never really fluctuating,
she said. Some, like speech
and drama, though, are
getting smaller.
DeBree said "students
are more realistic" today,
picking degrees where they
can "make a living."
But business could still
decline in the future if a
baby boom arises, with
education
probably
reaching the top again,
according to DeBree.
DeBree said it used to
be you would graduate, get
a degree, and get a job.
"Now everthing’s
more specialized," she
said.

programs, the department
provides many other
services.
Campus tours are
given daily from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. and are "usually
informal." There are set
tours or individualized
tours for "whatever you
want to see," according to
Van Nortwick.
"It’s a real nice service," Van Nortwick said.
"They present a real

who’ve applied to SJSU. produced a newsletter,
Van Nortwick said the "Spartan Notes," which
papers inform students of notifies school counselors
and new applicants of new
their status.
Van Nortwick said this and old events at SJSU.
is important since many
A brochure is also sent
students say "I applied, but out which provides inadabout
formation
I haven’t heard anything."
Van Nortwick said the missions, costs, housing,
newsletters "reinforce" sports and maps.
Another service of the
that SJSU hasn’t forgotten
department is to provide a
them.
For example, when a list of speakers for high
student receives a schools and community

Students choose colleges based
on a lot of notions -- director
honest view of San Jose
State."
Van Nortwick said a
large part of the department’s customers are
athletic coaches who bring
in prospective student
athletes.
This department also
sends out cards, newletters
and brochures to students

brochure, a postcard will
be enclosed for the student
to return to Van Nortwick’s
office so her department
can send out more information. At the same
time, she informs other
departments on campus of
prospective students.
To provide this service,
the department has

colleges,
with topics
ranging from women in
banking to ecology.
Although the department has a low profile,
that’s okay with Van
Nortwick.
"We’re here to help,"
Van Nortwick said. "Our
best approach is to be here
to cut the red tape."
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Christians
on

By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
During the late ’60s,
when SJSU was a hotbed of
political unrest, the longhaired student body was
more interested in protest
than prayer.
The effects of political
rigor mortis and a general
wave of conservatism,
however, seem to have
killed that atmosphere.
Today, a significant
number of students are
looking toward Jesus
Christ for the answers
instead of looking like
Jesus Christ while trying to
supply all the answers.
125
Approximately
students at SJSU are
regularly active in the four
Christian
primary
organizations based on
campus, according to
representatives of Campus
Crusade for Christ, InterChristian
Varsity
Fellowship, Baptist
’ Student Union, and The
Navigators.
Of those four groups,
Campus Crusade and InterVarsity are the largest,
numbering about 45
members each.
It is difficult to obtain
an exact head count in any
organizations
of
the
because all are loosely
organized and do not
maintain any formal
membership list.
There are, of course,
other Christians at SJSU,
but they are not as public
about thier beliefs as the
125 active in the campusbased organizations.
The number of "bornagain" Christians on
campus has not increased
noticeably in recent years,
according to Professor
Benton White, coordinator
of SJSU’s Religious Studies
program. But they have
become more conspicuous.
of
numbers
The
Christians on campus may
be hard to pin down, but the
the
behind
reasons
movement are quite clear
to many sociologists.
In their minds, the
Christian movement is
inspired by a combination
of confusion and alienation.
"I think one of the root
causes is a sense of
dislocation caused by a
rapid encroachment of the
future," said Hal Hodges, a
professor of sociology at
SJSU. "It may also be
linked to nostalgia. There
is a need in this country
calling for a return to the
old virtues.
"But I sense an even
deeper fundamental cause.

And that is a profound
sense of alienation -alienation from others,
alienation from nature and
even alienation from
themselves. They see
becoming
themselves
splintered, fractured
persons and seek a life
buoy to cling to."
To most born-again
these
Christians,
hypotheses are irrelevant.
They are more concerned
with where they are in life
rather than how they got
there.
"I think all people are
searching for meaning and
purpose in their lives,"
said Rex Campbell, a 28year-old senior who was
"born-again" in April of
1972, "and all people want
answers. I really believe

Photo by Bob H

the Bible has the answers
to life."
Becoming a Christian
is relatively simple; all a
person has to do is "accept
Jesus Christ as Lord and
savior."
Remaining a Christian,
however, is a more difficult
task.
"A
Christian
is
someone who knows that he
cannot make it to Heaven
on his own efforts,"
Campbell said. "By (the
Bible’s) definition, all men
are doomed to Hell.
’This is where
repenting conies into focus.
Repenting means you have
to surrender your will to do
what God wants you to do.’
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Elda Carmon born again
while serving three years

Immediate

C

Based on several interviews with born-again
Christians. most people
experienced their conversion when they were
mired in a meaningless and
depressing period of their
lives.
Elda Carmona is an
example of someone whose
life changed dramatically
after converting to
Christianity.
Carmona, 25, was
"born again" while she
was serving time for
shooting her boyfriend.
"I was one of the true
partiers 4 before going to
prison in ’78)," said Carmona, now a senior at
SJSU majoring in liberal
studies. "But 1 v. as always
so miserable.
"There was nothing

meaningful in my life. I
tried school: I tried work: I
tried men; I even tried not
believing in God. But
everything was collapsing
became a
until I
Christian."
Carmona received her
theological
education
during her sojourn in
prison, calling it her "Bible
school."
"I learned to look to
him (Jesus) for my

and
companionship
than
rather
comfort
relying on other people,"
Cannons said.
Even though she terms
prison as "the worst place
in the world to be," Carmona plans to return to
work in a prison ministry
when she graduates from
school next spring.
People like Carmona
are converted because the
movement
Christian
supplies meaning and
structure to their lives,
according to sociologists.
"The vital product
marketed by. . . cults is
’meaning,’ " furturist
author Alvin Toffler wrote
in "The Third Wave." "By
giving the cult member a
sense that reality is
meaningful. . . the cult
offers
purpose
and
coherence in a seemingly
incoherent world."
There is a tendency in
many people to regard
born-again Christians as a
sort of underground cult.
Christians differ from
cults, however, in at least
two ways.
Although cliquish, they
don’t all belong to the same
organization. They belong
to a wide variety of
churches and different
Christian groups such as
Campus Crusade for
Christ.
And the born-again
Christians on this campus
do not have the wealth of
funds many cults such as
the Unification Church
( Moonies or Scientology
have.
Campus Crusade for
Christ,
for example,
operates on a budget of $70
per month, derived from
contributions by individuals and local churches, according to Don
Wilcox, the organization’s
director.
Wilcox is paid by "60 to
80 sponsors" each of whom
give him an average of $20
per month.
Baptist Student Union
has a larger monthly
budget - $3 5 0 - raised
from nearly 50 Southern
Baptist churches around
the state, according to the
organization’s director,
Dave Kemerling.
Most of that money is
spent on mailing costs and
religious retreats, according to Kemerling.

Kemerling’s salary,
like Wilcox’s, is paid
through sponsorships.
But the similarities
which the born-again
Christian movement share
with cults outweigh the
dissimilarities.
the Christian
All
organizations on campus
POSSESS many of the
characteristics generally
attributed to cults by
sociologists.
The traits include
renunciation of prevailing
culture and social
organization, a stress on
the future in the "next"
world, strict adherence to
Biblical standards, and an
emphasis on evangelism.
It is this last facet of
Christianity which perturbs many people.
Although not as extreme or as aggressive as a
cult such as the Moonies,
the born-again Christian
organizations on campus
actively seek to spread
their version of the gospel.
Some people don’t
appreciate it.
For example, several
of the speakers who were
on campus recently as part

of a christian-oriented
program sponsored by
Probe Ministries in Dallas
were allowed to address
some SJSU classes.
On September 21,
Sociology Professor Robert
McNair permitted one of
the Christian speakers to
talk to his Sociology of
Youth classes on the
subject of Creation vs.
Evolution. The speech did
not win rave reviews.
"I thought the guy
made a fool of himself,"
said Maureen McCarroll, a
student in the class. "He
was incoherent.
"To me, born-again
Christianity is just another
psycological outlet like the
Moonies," added McCarrot, who is a Catholic.
"It’s a form of brainwashing It’s all hype."
"It (the speech) was
just bleak," McNair said.
"It was the most trivial
class I’ve ever had. It
wasn’t even shocking."
The Christian speakers
also addressed several
other SJSU classes, including Senior Social
Science 195 taught by
Roger Heller.

"I thought it was very
coincidental that he talked
right before Billy Graham
came to town," said
Regina Falkner, a student
in Heller’s class!’l suppose
the students all had a
choice of walking out of the
class, but he really had us
in the palm of his hand."
The Christians justify
their recruiting tactics
with a passage from the
Bible (Matthew 33:19)
which commands them to
"Go ye. . . and teach all
nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost."
"We make no apologies
for what we do," said
Crusade director Wilcox.
"We are here to spread the
word. We’re here to
proclaim the excellencies
of God."
"We want to proclaim
Jesus," said Campbell, a
member
of
The
Navigators. "God has told
us to share the word of
Jesus. God has commanded us to make
disciples of the whole
world.
"But I don’t think there

is any attempt to coerce or
manipulate anyone. You
either accept it or you
don’t."
"If you found a cure for
cancer," Carmona summed up, "you would want
to spread that around. I
believe this is a cure for a
world cancer."
Or, as some have
diagnozed, it is just a form
of sociological laetrile?
"I don’t think it will
staying
have much
power," sociologist Hodges
said. "I suspect many of
the same people turning to
Christianity now will be
seeking another anchor in a
few years."
"I’m sure that’s
happened," Wilcox answered the prediction.
"Christians are human.
"But I would question
the sincerity of the original
commitment of people like
that. It’s hard for me to
understand why anyone
would leave the most attractive individual who
ever lived."
Obviously in this case,
beauty depends on the eye
of the beholder.

IMajor factions differ
Not every Christian
organization on campus is
cult-like or as esoteric as
some of SJSU’s born-again
groups.
One organization, the
Campus Christian Center,
attempts to provide a
sanctuary for the flock of
mainstream Christians at
SJSU.
"We represent some of
the more mainline
Christian groups such as
Roman
Catholics,
Presbyterians,
and
Lutherans," said the Rev.
Norb Firnhaber, a
Lutheran pastor at the
center.
The Campus Christian
Center, located at 300 S.
10th St., definitely differs
from
the
born-again
Christian movement,
according to Firnhaber.
The
primary difference is in how the
respective groups view
their relationship with God.
’,We believe as the
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born-again Christians do
that God showed himself as
Jesus Christ," Firnhaber
said. "But the born-again
people stress the statement
that they have ’found’ God.
"Our statement is that
God finds us and we
respond to his finding."
The two Christian
factions also differ
philosophically.
"That whole bornagain theme has become a
kind of banner for a sort of
fundamentalism that is not
geared to the more
Christian
mainline
position," Firnhaber said.
said
Firnhaber
Campus Crusade for Christ
best exemplifies the extremism of its genre.
"The Campus Crusade

is more into simplistic,
black-and-white answers in
the Bible," he said. "They
are more into the morals
rather than the spirit of the
scriptures. There are a lot
of ’do’s’ and ’oughts’ and
’shouldn’ts’ which can
make them judgemental.
a
"That’s
generalization, of course.
There may be a lot individual exceptions."
Firnhaber said the
Inter -Varsity Christian
Fellowship is the bornagain group whose beliefs
and attitudes are most
closely aligned with those
of the Campus Christian
Center.
"Theologically, we’re
not significantly different," Firnhaber said.

"In fact, there are InterVarsity members who
come to the center.
"Inter-Varsity is more
into the struggle for answers. It is a searching,
questioning group."
Duration of faith is the
other major difference
between the Campus
Christian Center and the
born-again outlets, according to Firnhaber.
’I was ’born again’
when I was baptized as an
infant,"
he
said.
"Christianity (for me)
became a growing thing
then, opposed to the
lightning-bolt enlightenment of the born-again
Christians."
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Equal chance with application

Campus in
By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer
Students who are interviewed on campus have
no better chance at landing
a job than if they walked
into a business with an
application, said David
Stearns, district sales
manager and recruiter for
Prudential Life Insurance.
Prudential is one of 135
businesses participating in
on-campus job interviews
at SJSU. On-campus interviews will continue next
week.
"We just get them
with
acquainted
our
company," Stearns said.
At the initial interview,
"we tell them what we do."
But according
to
Gerald Brody, career
planning and placement
director, what happens at
on -campus
interviews
varies with each person
and business.
A representative from
Lever Brothers told
several applicants he did
not have immediate job
openings.
lie asked
students thought questions,

Tom
Brooks,
a
recruiter for the Army
Corp of Engineers, said,
"During the interviews, the
students are given an information packet."
"They are told to think
more about the company,"
he said. "They fill out an
application. They get two
interviews; one on campus
and one in the office."
A graduate of SJSU,
Nasser Vijeh of Ampex
came to recruit engineers.
"I take their applications and collect the
information about them,"
Vijeh said. "It goes to
personnel and the different
managers are contacted.
Then the students come in
for their interviews."
What many students
are not aware of is that
recruiters jot notes about
each interviewee. These
notes are handed back to
the career placement
advisers.
Brody said students
who wish to find out what
the interviewers thought of
them can schedule an
appointment with an ad-

.111

ployers assessed them.
One recruiter wrote
that a student was sloppily
dressed. Another said the
interviewee’s resume was
poorly typed. Other
company representatives
said students scheduled too
many interviews in one
day.

On the positive side,
employers said students
were well prepared with
knowledge about positions
and were able to ask intelligent questions.
Ewing,
Bob
representative for Arthur
Andersen Accounting, told
the Daily, "The accounting
students do pretty well.
They are always career-
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such as, "Were you ever on
a management team where
you participated?" or
Why do you want to be a
sales representative?"
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viser. He recommended
students wait until they
have had a handful of interivews so they can have a
better idea of how em-

oriented. And they are
generally up on things."
He said when students
ask specific questions
about the firm, in-

campus activities or other
outside activities."
"We also look for
leadership, the recruiter
remarked. "The people we
hire are not followers for
very long."
Engineer recruiter
Tom Brooks said, "I find
that most of the students
are well prepared and
eager to ask questions." He
also stressed the importance of good grades or
equivalent work experience.
Students are never
offered jobs on-the-spot.
Brody said employers will
either notify students for
second interviews or
students can call the
companies.
"Students say the oncampus interviews are just
for public relations,"
Brody commented. "Or
that the employers don’t
really
have
jobs."

only when the graduates
return to tell the career
advisers. Not everyone
comes back to do so.
Leilani
Gayles,
representative of Hewlett
Packard, said of the 70
interviews held at SJSU
last year, the company
hired 23 persons.
"We get a lot of hires
from campuses, about 80
percent," she said.
Sarah Bainbridge of
Four Phase said, "This
year we’re locally
recruiting people. The
most we get are from the
campus interviews."
"I. Magnin’s recruit all
over the country," said an
I. Magnin recruiter, for
sales
management
trainees. "It’s hard for
students because it’s highly
competitive."
Nasser Vijeh of Ampex
said. "I wouldn’t depend
entirely on the campus
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However, he did note that
not all companies had
immediate openings.
During the fall 1980 and
spring 1981 semester,
career planning records
show 486 students secured
jobs through on-campus
interviews. The office is
informed about the jobs

Employers do look at grades as
an indication they are ambitions

Students prepared with knowledge about
positions, ask good questions-- employers

ill
ig

terviewers know how much
they have read about the
company. "We judge
students by the originality
of the quesions they ask,"
he said.
"We do look for
grades," he said. "The
grades indicate they are
ambitious. We also look for

no job guaranteed
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Directors name new A.S. advisers
By Cindy Bundock
Staff Writer
Two advisers were
selected last week to act in
neutral and non-voting
roles with the A.S. Board of
Directors.
Hermann,
Judy
Student Union information
and
coordinator,
service
Donald Dushane, assistant
dean of student services,
will replace acting adviser
Penney Terry.
Terry, director of
student programs and
services, resigned as adviser this year. She served
as acting adviser until new
advisers were chosen by
Robert Martin, dean of
student services.
not
ise,rs do
represeh, the university or
Martin but give advice to
the board.
Directors can solicit
advice from Hermann and
concerning
Dushane
university and California

State University and
Colleges (CSUC) system
policies, plus procedures
and alternative routes
from which to choose.
As information service
Hermann
coordinator,
public
works
with

Advisers do not represent
the school, but give advice

relations, programming
GROPE, College Bowl, the
information center and the
music listening room.
She is also working
toward a niaster’s degree
in public administration.
Her added responsibility as adviser will be
"something different,"
according to Hermann.

Best of two worlds...
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Hermann said she is
looking forward to learning
government
student
processes and interacting
with student government
directors because they are
usually bright and interesting students.

Foreign

294-9442

STUDENT DISCOUNT

Dushane works with
fraternities, sororities and
the A.S. judiciary as part of
his responsibilities as
assistant dean of student
services.
He also deals with
student discipline. involving forged transcripts
and thefts in the Spartan

Bookstore.
Suggesting options to
the directors, counseling
and interpreting policies
are part of being an adviser,
according
to
Dushane.
Dushane said that
being an A.S. adviser will
be a new experience for
him because he had been
involved with students in
trouble, but now would be
involved with students
working in politics.
Dushane will be involved with the A.S.
Special
Allocations
Committee
responsibilities, while Hermann
will work with the new A.S.
budget in the spring.
Hermann said both
advisers will attend AS.
meetings.
The advisers will keep
their positions for at least a
year. However. there could
be some negotiating about
their retention next year.

LEARN TO MAKE MONEY
WRITING AND SELLING
SPORTS ARTICLES
*Gaining Access to Athletes
Interviewing Techniques
Preparing Salable Manuscripts
’Markets for stories
Publishing. Freelancing.
’Stringing. Syndication
Sot . Oct 11. 1 30 5pm BC 110
ICV $30 Fin Details Call 277-21142
Continuing Education

other firms have to offer.
Accounting major
Cindy Abed said, "After six
interviews, I stopped being
nervous after the third
one."
"All the interviews
"I’ve tried to keep were different," she said.
everything in line," he ’Some asked the normal
explained. "I went to the questions like, ’What do
resume workshops, the you see yourself doing 10
Career Exploration days years from now?’ Some
hypothetical
even before the beginning gave
of my senior year."
situations."
"Some firms were
Richard Wlasenko, an friendlier and made me
industrial systems and relax," Abed added. "But
engineering senior, said all had one similarity
during the summers he they gave no indications as
worked as an assistant to what your chances
engineer and as a machine were."
The next on-campus
shop superintendent.
sign-ups will be held from
He said firms "really 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. Oct. 28 and
like students with technical 29 in the S.U. Ballroom.
experience." Wlasenko
Brody warned that if
already has two job offers any student misses an
from his previous em- interview without giving
ployers, but he is going prior notice, the student’s
through the on-campus name will be lifted off all
interviews to see what sign-up lists.

Last round of on -campus
interviews begin Oct. 28
With the last round
of on-campus interview
sign-ups scheduled to
begin Oct. 28 and 29,
seniors can prepare
early by picking up a
recruitment schedule in
the Career Planning and
office,
Placement
Building Q.
lists
schedule
The
195 employers from
around the country,
representing such fields
as engineering, sales
and accounting.

beginning of semester,"
he said. "They want to
get first pick of the
students. The accounting firms are
extremely
competitive."
"Schools recruit in
the spring," Brody said.
Approximately
35
schools
will
be
represented.
Human service
organizations tend to
recruit at the end of the
year, he observed.
Brody said the times
employers arrive on
campus are not a direct
reflection of the job
market.

"Different employers recruit at different times of the
year," said Gerald
Brady, director of the
center. Each month the
list varies.

"The engineering
firms come continually," Brody said.
"And the number of
business firms are
spread out evenly
throughout the year."

"Students should
look at the year as a
whole," he said. "Just
because they do not see
something one time,
there may be something
another month."
"Accounting firms
begin recruiting at the

"This is not an
employment agency,"
he stressed.

"They help the
students who need the
help the least."
Brody said students
who find jobs the fastest
are the ones most
marketable.
"Employment agents love to work with
these," he said. "You
place more people and
get more commission.
Here, we work with
everyone equally.
Since mid-September, 10 to 12 employers
have come to campus
daily to interview
seniors and alumni.
Approximately 700
students and alumni
participated during the
first recruitment signfall
In the
ups.
semester, two sign-up
sessions are available.
In the spring, three signups are provided.
"Our main thrust is
to help students prepare
themselves," Brody
said. "We will work with
you to give you a skill "
Kathy Chin

START YOUR TAILGATE PARTY AT TOGO’S
SJSU VS. CSU FULLERTON
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17TH
Pick up your 5 ft. sandwiches...,
24 hrs. in advance would be appreciated
If you can’t make it Saturday...
We’re also open Monday thru Sunday.
\ GOOD LUCK SPARTANS!

Photo by Matt. Ashtoo
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seriously. This is my
McGrody
career,"
remarked. "I think I answered their questions
pretty well, but I don’t
want to get overconfident."

interviews. The students
should try anything they
can get."
"But if they don’t have
time" he continued," this
interview gives them a
chance. This will save
them the run-around more
than anything."
Norma
Goorvitch
interviewed with the Hood
and Strong Accounting
Firm. "It went smoothly,"
she said confidently. "I
was relaxed at the interview."
"I prepared possible
questions and answers,"
she said. "It helps if you
don’t take the interviews
seriously. I have had
senioritis as I prepared for
the interviews. I can’t keep
my mind on the courses."
Kevin McGrody is
another accounting major
about to graduate in
December.
"I’m
not
nervous," he said.
"I’m taking these
pretty
interviews

John Brazil is also a
non-voting member of the
A.S. directors, but serves
as SJSU President Gail
executive
Fullerton’s
representative to the
board.
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TOGO’s has 27 special combination
sandwiches! A few meats & cheeses
include: Turkey. Ham. Hot Roast
’ Beef. Bologna. Genoa. Linguica.
Salami. Capicolla. Mortadella.
Cotto Salami. Hot Pastrami.
Provolone. Hot Italian Sausage.
Parmesan. Beef in Bar -B -Q -Sauce
Just remember . . our super efficient
sandwich makers don’t dilly dally
around with v,,nr tone
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Slumping Spartans lose to Tigers
By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
SJSU’s volleyball team
is in a slump, but the Lady
Spartans aren’t slouches,
according to assistant
coach Dave DeGroot.
"We’ve been in a
slump, but I think we’re
starting to show some
improvement,’’
root
said after the team’s 6-15,
10-15, 10-15 loss to the
University of Pacific
Tuesday night in Stockton.
"We played a little bit
better than we did against
California (SJSU’s last

lose all their momentum."
Head coach Dick
perhaps
Montgomery,
distraught by his team’s
seventh loss in its last 10
matches, did not come into
work Wednesday and was
unavailable for comment.
"He just needed to get
away," DeGroot explained.
In an effort to combat
some of the Lady Spartans’
recent problems, Montgomery tinkered with the
team against Pacific,
which is ranked eighth in
the nation.
Middle hitter Jodi

game). We had some good
moments against Pacific
whereas we didn’t have
any in Berkeley. We’ll be
alright."
Another spectator at
the match, Women’s Sports
Information Director Don
Meucci did not see too
many positive aspects in
the Lady Spartans’ performance.
"They played poorly,"
Meucci said. "It seemed
like every time they would
get into striking distance,
then UOP would get the
side out and they would

Breding, the team’s MVP
last year, did not start for
the first time this season
and junior Joyce Sprout,
who had been the team’s
staring setter, was moved
to outside hitter.
SJSU also used a
"rotating defense," which
DeGroot said was effective
at times.
But it obviously was
not effective enough as the
Lady Spartans’ record
dropped to 7-9 overall and
1-2 in Northern California
Athletic Conference play
while Pacific hoosted its

record to 9-6 and 3-0 with its
31st consecutive victory in
a NCAC match.
DeGroot conceded that
some of SJSU’s woes could
be traced back to the
team’s coaches.
-Both of us iMont(gomery and DeGroot)
have had pretty high expectations for this team,"
DeGroot said ’’We have
pushed theni a little hard. I
just hope we didn’t put too
much pressure on them
with our expectations.
we’re
Hopefully,
motivating them."

1 1

SJSU’s second leading tackler

Fast Lane bolsters Spartan defense
By Michael Uedtke
Staff Writer
Rather than fight, Eric
Lane switched. And SJSU’s
defense has been smoking
its opponents because of it.
Before the season
began, Lane, a part-time
starter last year at right
defensive end, was asked to
switch positions with Bob
started
who
Overly,
sporadically at left
defensive end in 1980.
Making the change was
no small concession on
Lane’s part. For a
defensive lineman, it
meant giving up a lot.

In the Spartans’
defensive alignment, the
right defensive end usually
lines up on the opposition’s
weak side, meaning he
generally has very little
responsibility for pass
coverage. So, he usually
gets to tee off on the
every
quarterback,
lineman’s
defensive
delight.
The left defensive end,
on the other hand, lines up
on the offense’s strong side
and is usually responsible
for covering the tight end
someone coming out of
the backfield. That means

his pass rushing opportunities are minimal.
What Lane was being
asked to do was akin to
asking a comedian to
shelve his act and move
backstage to write jokes
for someone else. Both
functions, of course, are
equally important, but
there is no question who is
the focal point of the show.
In a sense, Lane was
being asked to step aside so
someone else could deliver
the punch line.
Nevertheless, Lane
acquiesced and made the
change.
"I didn’t really like
switching sides," Lane
said, "but I did it anyway."

even managed to record
five sacks, second to
Overly’s total.
’‘He
has
been
magnificent," defensive
coordinator Claude Gilbert
said. "He has been good in
every aspect of the game.
He may not be as flashy as
a Bob Overly, but he has
been very steady. I
couldn’t be more happy
with his play."
consider my role as
the toughest on the line,"
Lane said, smiling shyly,
"because I’m like a
defensive back and
lineman. But it’s been
going pretty good even
though I’m not getting a lot

both years. Taft won the
Junior college state
championship
his
sophomore season.
He was heavily
recruited by several other
schools and almost wound
up attending UCLA, but
decided against it.
"I lived down in L.A.
for 11 years," the senior
said. "After growing up
there. I wanted to go
someplace different.
"Plus, I didn’t want a
lot of hard classes. San
Jose State’s hard, but not
as hard as UCLA."
But after sharing
playing time at right
defensive end with the
since graduated
Bill

Lane overwhelms the opposition
with his amazing speed
The position change of sacks. I’m happy."
Lane overwhelms the
has made SJSU’s coaching
opposition
with
his
staff look brilliant.
amazing speed.
The team’s defensive
Belying his 6-foot-2,
ends have acted as 217 -pound frame, lane
bookends framing a once ran a 49.8 second 440defense which may go
yard dash in high school
down in SJSU’s history and is the second fastest
books as the school’s finest player on the entire
ever.
Spartan defense. Only free
Overly has been having safety Ken Thomas is
a banner year with 12 sacks faster.
and two interceptions.
"Eric is an outstanding
Although not quite as athlete,"
Gilbert said. "He
ubiquitous as his coun- is very
fluid and has exterpart on the right end, cellent movement."
Lane has been an integral
Lane came to SJSU
cog on the Spartan defense after spending two years at
with 32 tackles, second on Taft Junior College, earthe team only to linebacker ning all-conference honors
Damon Keeve’s 33. He has as an outside linebacker

Eric Lane

a.

AGO

Middle hitter Jan Harman swipes at the volleyball as Sandy Zobel (No 1 5)
and Gayle Olsen await the outcome. The Lady Spartans were dumped 615,
10- 1 5, 10- 1 5 Tuesday night at Pacific.

***********

Benjamin last year, Lane
was beginning to regret his
decision.
"I was the better
player," Lane stated. "But
former defensive coordinator
Len)
Troxel
favored the seniors.
"Bobby and I both felt
like we should have been
starting."
But Gilbert has made
playing fun again.
"The first thing he said
when he got here was that
lie didn’t believe in sharing
positions," Lane said.
"He’s a good coach. He
definitely changed the
defense around."
Eric Lane, of all
people, should know.

*****
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CAREERS
LEARN ABOUT CHALLENGING
ENGINEERING CAREERS ON THE
WEST COAST, ACROSS THE
NATION, AND AROUND THE
WORLD AT OUR GOVERNMENT
ENGINEER RECRUITMENT DAY

DROP IN AND TALK TO
-

REPRESENTATIVES FROM
FEDERAL AND STATE AGENCIES
SUCH AS NASA, ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS, CALTRANS,
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DEPT, OF ENERGY, EPA,
FOREST SERVICE, NAVY,
AND MANY OTHERS

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!
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’Enrollment in ad classes soars
By Janet Weeks
Staff Writer
Enrollment in advertising courses has
risen approximately 70 percent during the
past five years, according to Journalism
Department Chairman Dennis Brown,
Marshall Raines, assistant professor
of journalism, and part-time instructor
David Brenner devised the survey to
"observe shifts in the patterns of
enrollment" that may require changes in
hiring patterns and resource requests,
Brown explained.
"It’s been the fastest growing
program in the department," Brown said.
The number of public relations majors
has increased steadily since 1976 also,
Brown said, growing about 67 percent.

t

students in advertising classes, designed
to aid future course planning, Brown said.
There are seven faculty members in
the Advertising Department, and four are
full-time.
Brown said the expanding interest in
advertising is linked to the "national and
local upswing in business careers."

In 1976 there were 143 advertising
majors and 120 students majoring in public
relations. This fall, there are 243 majors in
advertising and 201 in public relations.
The rise in enrollment has prompted
the department to issue a survey to

f,

Spartan Spirit Competition
12:00 at S.U. Amphitheater

Today

Tomorrow FREE Knudsen Yogurt Plus Giveaway
Meet Bugs Bunny. 12:00 S.U. Amphitheater
Saturday Parade at 11:00 am
Big Game at 7:30

"There’s been a lot of interest by firms
in Silicon Valley concerning in-house
corporate communication," he said.
Enrollment in reporting/editing,
radio/TV and photojournalism courses,
however, has remained stable or
decreased slightly, Brown said.
"A wave of interest in journalism
followed the Watergate investigation,
bringing with it an aura of glamour,"
Brown explained. "But because employment and salaries are not as good in
journalism," more students are entering
into public relations and advertising.

FREE!
$5 ONE DAY

HOMECOMING

Photo

Dennis Brown, chairman of the department of Journalism and Mass Corn
munications, is kept busy with the steady growth of advertising and public
relations majors, which have increased 70 percent in five years

*********
HOMECOMING HIGHLIGHTS

10th and 1 1 th

continued from page 1
The environmental impact report cost $.1a,000 and
the city spent $20,000 in staff time reviewing the
proposal, she said.
"I think it’s an issue that’s involving neighborhoods and not traffic," said Councilman Tom
McEnery, who represents the downtown area. "It is a
neighborhood that has been made to pay too heavy a
price to move traffic in San Jose."
"I’ve seen the downtown neighborhood ruined by
the conversion from two-way to one-way streets," said
Councilman Jerry Estruth. "The question is ’Do we
want to preserve neighborhoods in this city""
Estruth said he feared the "decision has already
been made" about the change.
"If you want to kill off a neighborhood, the best
way to do it is to put in one-way streets," said Councilwoman Nancy lanni.
Councilman Claude Fletcher, who voted against
the conversion said. "It is a sad decision in a waj
because it does not address the problems of the
neighborhood."
Council members McEnery, Estruth, lanni and
Blanca Alvarado voted in support of the conversion.

WORKOUT
WITH
THIS AD

IS ON THE AIR
Friday 8AM to 4PM KSJS broadcasts live from Spartan
Bookstore. Come by to win T-shirts, homecoming game
tickets and much more!
Tune in Saturday at 11AM for Parade coverage. At 5PM
KSJS goes live in Spartan Stadium’s East parking lot where
more prizes will be given away. The day climaxes with game
coverage beginning at 7:15PM. Stay with FM 91 for all the
excitement of Homecoming!

Whether you’re training for a sport or just
staying in shape, our instructors can help.

C FM 91/
35 NOIRE DAME
downtown San Jose
(Julian St. exit - Route 280)

SPARTAN FOOTBALL 110
I. united hi V.... idled

94741211
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS’ ’has lobs
NW In) Student Grievance Co.
I nterc ulture Steering Co.,
Campus Planning Co, Student
Evaluation Review Board,
Spartan Shops, Board of
Directors. Personnel Selection
Co, and Library. Call our office
217 3701.
SJSU SIERRA CLUB Ski Trips.
Hikes, Backpacking.
Day
Bicycling. Parties. Meet every
other Tues. starting Sept. 22,
1: 30p.m. Guadalupe Room S.U.
SUNDAY WORSHIP -al Campus
Christian Center. Lutheran
10 45 a tn Protestant 3 CO p m
Catholic 4% and COO p
Please call Campus Ministry
1291102041 for worship. coon
sitting, programs, and study
Natalie
Rev
opportunities
Shires. Fr. Bob Hayes. Sr. Joan
Partelle. Rev. Norb Firniteber.

I

JUSTICE
CRIMINAL
OPPORTUNITIES For Police.
Deputy Sheriffs and Office
positions in Me U S.A. Send 14.00
check or money order Tao
Informer. 13 Fair Street, P.O.
Box $61. Carmel, NY 10512
GET THE EDGE! Praise-re to -take
the ORE, GMAT. LSAT or NTE
with on campus prep session%
Outstanding faculty Low fee.
Courses start everyfese weeks
Call Continuing Education. San
Jose State university, 14081 277
3161 There Is no substitution for
preparation.
CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE Treatment
program needs volunteers and
interns Personally rewarding
work Call Dorothy or NNICy at
749 1475

HELP WANTED

STUDENT TO ASSIST in teaching
remedial reading riper. 1320
hrs per week Mon Mru Friday
between 3 p m and 7 p m Must
be esceilent reader Will train
TA/HR Cali Mrs Spencer 737
1809
_
BuSSE R AND DISHWASHERS
needed Eulipia Restaurant 374
South First 780161
APARTMENT MANAGER or Asst
Experience Good, trustworthy
and dependable ’remise, 27
years ally in San Jose Call NOW
238 4067 Leave message at 224
N17 You will be geed You rod’
STUDENT
ACCOUNTING
NEEDED for cleaning and
micro filming client files Part
lime. Mon Fri SS per hour Call
264 4090 Ms hives
OFFICE
ASSISTANT Careful,
detail oriented person to assist
in busy office F Ie.,ble Muffs,
part time now, lull tittle during
January semester break Mrs
Brown 263 9043
SPAR TAN BOOK CLUB offering
interesting and rewarding lobs
Flexible hours
Call Betty
Welke, MIMS 1676
_
WANTED
TALENTED
STUDENTS, who want to earn

easy
money.. TOP
PAY
Spanish Required. 511105303,

to SJSU, $230 plus 1/2 utilities.
Km. 91,811107, Wk. 996-9900 (25431

SALESPERSON Outside Sales
Handmade Sculptures Sell
23/
Quickly
Com plus Bonus. One, Sly/Hr.
Your’ Hours. Car Needed Bob
Zafran 3747021 Eves,

FEMALE SHARE- 2 bdr duplex On
15th St 150/rno plus utilities.
Marilyn 289 1033

NEED A JOB on Campus? The
Student Union needs you! If
you’re work study student and
can Mark Wed. and Fri., Call
Carol at 277.3222.
SALESPERSONS -for ceramic tile
shop. Full and Part time. Good
ing pay. Friendly and
outgoing Apply 2644 Alum Rock
Avenue. Mon. Fri. 105
OVERSEAS JOB0.Surnmer/year
round. Europe, S. Amer.,
Australia, Asia All Fields 151111
Sightseeing.
S1100monthly
Free info Write IJC Box $32 CA
as Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
COMPANIONS: Hourly
Welle
Work
oons. evenings,
Weekends With retarded persons
In their horneS No experience
needed, entrain 856 0011 or 964
2259

PURE. STUDIO..Cloon. Gulet. All
Wit pd. ELS plus dep. 2 elks
SJSU. Non smoker 214/422 Eye.
FEMALE TO SHARE 2 br. apt.
S200.01 a month and 1/2 utll. Call
30 F aft TOO p.m. Plus anytime
weekends 7911 4461 Jo Ann
STUDIOUS NON SMOKER M/F
Share 3 brit be turn apt near
SJSU Rent and Dep. 0150 79
p.m., AVE, 2911 7756
CAMPUS CLASSIC lb,. apt.. single
5295. dbl S325, 1st and last nto
plus $330 security. SSIA S. Ott,
293 0989/286 5673 Must be clean
quiet and responsible.
SINGLE FEMALE-Igr. beautiful
home, pool, hot tub. Complete
Pr ivac yHo Pets 5250. Open
Liberated Lifestyle. Must Be
Super Neat 476 NH /HAW
Sherri
1

BEDROOM APT. 0375, Studio
Mon) 5245. Both near campus
1St, last Plus deposit Call Pat
3907430

2

BEDROOMS AEK furnished
5393 00. Rent month plus
3
deposits W and GPO
bedrooms AEK furnished 5/300
rent month AEK plus deposits.
water and garbage pd PH 787
7590.

FOR SALE
- -TRIPOD BY GITZA for sale SI50.00
001eri call 354
STONES TICKETS Will not refuse
reasonable offer. Call from 1
am to 10 p.m. NO LATER! 275
4659
GOOD
USED
FURNITURE
Dinettes start at 079 50. Sofa and
chairsets 515e 50 and up Chests
Irons 569 SO Lamps from 59 50
Table sets Opel as low as 159 50
Bedroom sets (Spc) Starting at
0179 30 Only a sarnpleof our
large SeleCtiOn fort Furniture
Rental Clearance Center 4995
Stevens Creek Blvd
Santa
Clara
One block Cast of
Lawrence E serene/eyelid 5591
LOOK INC FOWARD TO. paying the
salesman’s commission? Don’t!
Buy direct from factory with
warranties Most name brands
Brian. 766 37450r 193 3466,
BEDROOM FURNITURE -Good
Quality. reasonable prices.
Complete bed lfull 512.1,
dresser desk combo, night
stands. lamps, mirrors, chars
uphoisterecll and Chair stands
Day 215 81131 Nights 249 5793

AUTOMOTIVE SECTION

yAMAHA 711 650 Excellent COnd
Only I7K plus extras, 55 mpg
Cali Lance 2117 91411

HOUSING

HOUSE TO SHARE Non Smoker
only Rd, 2 1/7 Bath, Frpice,
Laundry. Comm Pool. SISO 226
0580
HOUSE FOR RENT 3 Bedroom, I
Bath Can Rent to 1 students
37S 5563
59/F NON SMOKER responsible, 3
bed, 1 S be washer ,dryer I mi

B EAUTIFUL
SPACIOUS
BUILDING Coed
courtyard,
kitchen. fireplace. piano. linens,
color TV, parking S50 to SOO
Weekly 202 So 11 St OFFICE
172 N 1St 9911 0223

One per customer, offer expires 10/29/81

NEED CAR REPAIR? Student will
On major tune up and minor
engine repair at student rem.
Larry 245-1131

ternationai Identity Card,
E uraii.Br Mal I. hostel card,
camping tour, overseas lob
placement, student ship, rvide
Map selection, books. back
Wks and voltage converters.
Trip and Travel. 140 W San
Carlos (nest to Main Public
Library). 2 blocks Iron, campus
Open 7 clays Mon Fri., 9 6. Sat.,
IOC Sun.. noon 5. Call 292 1613.

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
reports. resume, MeWA etc.
Accurate
I bm,professional
duality! LOw cost! Guaranteed.
747 1681
Pam
(Santa
Evenings/weekends
Clara)

CHINA AND HONG KONG TOUR
w/Kweilin, Jan. 117. 51899 air
fare, hotels, 21 meals, 4 nights’
entertainment, etc Closing date
Nov. 18 Prof. Swift, History,
CSUS, Sacramento, CA 95819
(9161 453 8707 dayS and eVeS.

TYPING near
CUPERTINO
DeAnza College. ISM $41.4
many typestyles BI/Obi sped pg
Like any 144. 11099 W090110w
cost. Charlene 2574977 day/eve.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN : Take
care of your mouth and teeth.
Save Money. Enroll Now!! 1
Information and brochures at
AS Office or Info desk, or call
371 NIL
SHAW’S LIGHTWEIGHT CYCLES
Racing and Touring Specialists
Specializing in bicycles tailored
to the rider’s needs with proven
compacts and accessories. Full
int of clothing and shoes, expert
wheelbuilding. complete repair
services. tools by Campagnolo
131 E. Williams Street, San Jose.
Cal 295 5824
BAD HABIT 5 member Top 40
dance band available for
weddings and Parties CO..
hear us play. Call for auditions
251 8518 Jaime or 2305765
Stuart
NEED A GIFT quick? But no time fo
shop or wrap or deliver it? We’ll
do it all for you! No! we’re not a
florist We’re "Everything But
Flowers" . call us! 293 GIFT for
balloonagrams. gourmet food
and wine baskets You want It
we’ll create it and wrap It and
Officer it for you. Call us! 193
GIFT Uniqae gifts from 025.00

Israel 0770, London 1405 Tokyo 573$
Peru $690 TEE $11 N. La
Cemegallo 216 L .A CA PON
11131 854 0637

TYPING -TERM PAPERS Theses.
eft. IBM correcting Selectrir.
1111.50/pg. Virginia 227 104
WESTGATE/CAMPBELL It yrs,
experience typing and editing.
Fast, Accurate. Dependable,
Correcting Selectric. Pica
Double spaced from $1.Pattl 371

TYPING, ALL KINDS.- Expd, fast
and accurate. 01.00 DBL spaced
page Editing, over night turn
around and poor writing extra.
Call 984 7066

TYPING

STEREO

AUDIO ENTERPRISES has the
widest selection of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices See
SU bltn boards for specials Call
for quotes on over 200 brands
255 $3550, ask for Ken

EASTTYPE TYPING SERVICE
Reports, resumes, letters fast
and accurate 249 0.12 Word
Processing available

TRAVEL

STAMP OUT ERRORS in your
class papers! Eno maior/gracl
sv/3.9 GPA in English $1 per 0151
spdpg 251 3471

SERVICES

EXPERT TYPING familiar wit
academic manuscripts Tape
transcription Available fast,
accurate. confidential Sharp
Secretarial Service 767 3761
B EST MACHINE Best Typist Best
Price 60N 3rd. No 1123 717 4335
After 20 rn
WOULD YOU LIKE TO become a
winner and have the Things you
went out of life, If you do, please
call Brian Hall for an es
planation I have a voice defect
211 23011

FREE COUNSELING FOR Student
Travel Europe. Asia, Mexico,
Hawaii, Africa. USA, In

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
OPPORTUNITIES For Police.
Deputy Sheriffs and Office
positions in the U S A Send 0409
check or Merles order The
informer 13 Fair Street P ()
flos Sol Carmel. NY 10512

TYPING $1 30/page 16M, excellent
quality 23811040
QUALITY TYPING Done Fast
Anything typed SI 00/dbl pg
Located near Tully Rd Used to
Be Key Packers. Ask for
Audrey 995 3355
TYPING Fast and accurate el 75
pg Call M. 730 NM for Linda
inSunnyvale The., day service

TYPING Thesis, Term Papers,
Etc., Experienced and fast.
romansblorates. Phone tab
9674,
TYPING: It marl experience.
Theses, resumes, reports,
dissertations, milting. All for
mots. Deadlines guaranteed.
Neat, accurate. So. San JON.
Kathie, 571-1216
TYPING
PROF
JANE’S
high
Service . . . Accurate
quality, deadlinell gUarenteed
Reports, theses resumes,
research Ewers etc. Work.
performed on IBM Selectric II
Copy **vele* available with
nominal fee. Here is to another
smashing semester I Call 251
594
TYPING Neat and accurate,
reasonable rates. Located in So.
SIM Jose. Ask for Lori at 291
4KM.
TYPING High quality, fast turn
around, friendly service, free

LOS ALTOS/PALO ALTO-Stelectric
III and Electronic tYPIng. 05.15
per double spaced Page 20 Yrs
Ewer. for SJSU students.
Irene MI MI5 or 494-441.
BEST PRICES-Best machine 787
4335.
GLEN/ALMADEN
WILLOW
competent typing and editing Of
tern, papers, reports and
resume! use Univ approved
formats/ Call Marcia at 766
944.
TYPING Done in my home
Reasonable, fast and accurate
Call Lynn 738 1914
TYPING Accuracy,
neatness.
deadlines guaranteed. Exp in
theSeS, reports, dissertations
App. SJSU Grad. Stud IBM Sel
11, So. San Jose/Blossom Valley
Janet 327 9525.
CAMBRIAN/LOS
GATOS
Experienced typist. All formats
IBM correcting Selectric III
Choice of type size and style
Double spaced page/front SI
Resumes/from $5 Registered
thesis typist
No heavy
numerical tabulating Cell Pat
in Si home at 3562505
PERSONALS

CHI OMEGA LOVES their Knights
Thanks for breeklast at S Sc

TO. Steve. Sandy, 30119. Sharon
Anglee. BOO, Renee. Elaine.
Holly Gregor ia. Helena. It’s
almost over! You’ve done a
great lob! You’re all fantastic,
Pam
MEN! WOMEN! Jobs on Ships.
Foreign
No en
American
Excellent
Perience required
pay Worldwide Pare Sufnmei
bob or career Send 53% tot
information SEAFAX. Delft
IS. Box 7049, Port Angeles
Washington 90367
LIVE IN COMPANION desired !
need woman who is interested
in helping
handicapped man
Call 294 1769

Prbit Your Ad Here:

Ad Rates

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 70
color prints. S hrs Photo album
and negatives 529000 Call
Douglas Schwartz. 746 3749
LOOKING
FOR
A Wedding
Photographer, Your wedding
photographs by JOhn Eric
Paulson Photographs are 44
press.onS of love. SC01 elegant
and univer Sally understood For
the lair,’ award w.ntling
photograph, (ail John at WI
2315

RE IKO’S TYPING SVC. -Sannyvale
Selectric II, fast accurate,
correct spelling errors! Per
P109 or hourly cost. Phone: 739
4550
TYSON
AND
HAYMOND
SECRETARIAL SERVICE F
typing
est, accurate, prof
(edited fOr Welling/
IBM
Selectric C11 Sharon at 1401
926 9274 between 5 30 0 m 1030
p.m weekdays and all day
SaturdayS.

-etsaC.noiprcT
TYPING,
Phone Dictation. Pickup and
Delivery open 7 days a week,
evenings and weekends. Call
ABLE 747 8744

STUDENT TRAVEL SAVERS
Amsterdam
S310osit599r1.
Germany 1.7900w698rt, 11001)
Kong 02990vr, Sydney 9.4910w.
Auckland $419ow. Plus Student
ids, Railpasses. Tours CIE E
Student Travel 317 Sutter S F
9401 415 421 3473 2511 Charming
Berekeley 94704 415 541 0604

TYPING PrOteSSiOnal. prompt,
neat prolectS,
accurate.
reftlets, statistical 1513015

copyof each report. Call Girl
Friday Secretarial Service. tet
9141.
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Travel
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SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAII.Y CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192
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Days
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by Chuck Beckum
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Sigma Delta Chi will
hold an internship seminar
for journalism students at
12:30 p.m. today in Journalism Building, room 101.

by Dean Fortunati

MARTIN THE SPARTAN

H15 oo 91141AB9L, M

LIKE AINATe

I HE AR OLY FOUND
A LO r OF OLD JUNK UNDER
HIS BCD

F 11,1144:,:E

l( <
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American
The
Meteorological Society,
student chapter, will hold
its first meeting of the
semester 3:30 p.m. today in
Dudley Moorhead Hall,
617. Call David
room
Matson at 292-9388, for
more information.
A Bible study with the
Campus Ambassadors will
be held at 11:30 a.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. Call Tom
Flynn at 377-3387 after 2:30
p.m., for more information.
Humanities Club
members can get a
discount on tickets for
Robert Bly’s poetry
reading at 8 tonight in the
S.U. Umunhuni Room. Call
Larry at 268-2285 or Rob at
226-7902, for more information.

44ve

Designed to waive English class

Writing exam deadline near
Students planning to
take the writing workshop
waiver examination this
semester need to register
and pay for the test by 5
p.m. tomorrow.
Designed to waive the
upper division general
education writing class
required of all SJSU
students, the test is
scheduled for 8:30 a.m.
Oct. 24. Those taking the
test will meet at the east
entrance to Dudley
Moorhead Hall on the
morning of the test.
Students roust turn in a
registration form and the

$15 fee to the cashier’s
office in the Administration
Building before tomorrow
to reserve a space for the
examination.
Any student may take
the test. A passing score
exempts a student from
having to take a Writing
Workshop 100 class or
department equivalent, but
the test carries no units and
may be taken only once.
The test is set to last
two and one-half hours and
is divided into two parts:
an 80 -minute multiple
choice section which
and
covers
logic

Weather
Weather today will be slightly warmer, with high
temperatures in the low 70s and lows in the high 40s.
Variable clouds will appear in the afternoon but will
clear by nightfall. This forecast is prepared by the
SJSU Meteorology Department.

organization in writing,
paragraph structure and
grammar and a one-hour
essay section.
wiiver
The
examination has been
offered twice before. In the
first examination, given in
March, only 87 out of 363
students passed the test.
Given the same test, the
second group doubled the
passing percentage when

5th century music
performed at recital
By Wade Barber
Staff Writer
Using lutes and a
myriad
of
other
Renaissance -era
instruments, the SJSU
Collegium Musicum
performed classical music
to more than 60 persons
Tuesday.
Directed by Professor
Vernon Read, students
presented a lively "Recital
Hour" in the SJSU Concert
Hall.
Beginning with an airy,
cheerful welcoming carol
and then leading into
"Magnificat" by Dufay,
the group presented a
warm and enjoyable blend
of 14th and 15th century

First semester students
can qualify for honors
By Jayne Ash
Staff Writer
Students beginning
their first semester at
SJSU may be eligible for
honors at entrance, according to Fauneil Rinn,
associate dean of undergraduate studies.
Honors at entrance
may be awarded to any
entering student who meets
the
qualifications,
regardless of class standing.
Proof of Academic
honors, such as membership in the California
Scholarship Federation or
National Honor Society, or
awards including class
valedictorian or receipt of

a
National
Merit
Scholarship must
be
provided in writing by the
student to be considered for
acceptance.
The honors program
will encourage superior
scholarship and recognize
above-average students,
Rinn said.
"It may also encourage people to come
here," she said. "We’re the
only one in the California
State University and
Colleges (CSUC) system
with a program like this."

147 out of 298 passed the
July examination.
Fauneil J. Flinn,
associate dean of undergraduate studies, says
the reason for the increase
of passing scores in the
second test could be attributed to students
"taking the test more
seriously."
"I think perhaps a few
more students took the

Dean
James
A
program including "Rebel
at
8
p.m.
Without a Cause"
and "East of Eden" at 10
time to study and some of p.m. will be screened
those who felt they would tomorrow in Morris Dailey
not pass decided not to Auditorium. Cost is $1.75
for both movies. Call 277show up," she said.
Students unsure of the 3228, for information.
upper division writing
requirement should talk to
someone in their major’s
department, Rinn advised.
The next dates for the
test will be April 3 and July
17, 1982. Registration dates
have not yet been set.

second semester.
First semester priority
is not possible because the
honor status is not
recorded into the computer
by that time, Rinn said.
The honors are also
recorded on students’
permanent record.
Honor students also
will have greater flexibility
in their general education
requirements and are
automatically eligible for
the general education
honors programs.

music and song.
Other pieces presented
in their performance were
"Bransles" Et. du teurre,
"La La La" by Certon,
"Occhi Piangete" by
Lasso, "Un Sonar Pi Piva"
by Mantuanus and "Ave
Maria" by Stravinsky.
Reminiscent of the
gaiety and festivity found
"Renaissance
at the
Faire," the music and song
were based on a dance
repertoire which might
have been performed in the
court of Henry VIII.
The 15 performers
vividly recreated the music
of Shakespeare on such
authentic instruments as
the
lute,
recorder,
crumhorn, regal organ,
viola de gambe and harp-

sichord.
Initially planned as a
recital for an upcoming
concert, the performance
was enjoyed by the 60-plus
students who displayed
warm applause whenever
the group paused.
According to Read, the
Collegium Musicurn class
reinforces the students in
their study of music history
through recreating performances with authentic
instruments, which were
the forerunners of today’s
modern instruments.

KSJS will air its album
of the week: Genesis’
ABACAB, at 10 tonight on
FM 90.7.

Robert Bly will read
from his new book at 8
tonight in the S.U.
Umunhurn Room. Call 2772817, for information.

Sernana Chicana will
meet at 10:30 a.m. today in
the S.1.1. Montalvo Room.
Call Charlie Castillo at 2772424 or 251-9939.

Kappa Sigma will hold
a "Kill the Med-bug"
celebration and beer party
at 4 p.m. tomorrow. Call
John Oliver at 279-9860, for
more inforniation.

All -African
The
People’s Revolutionary
Party will hold a seminar
called "Anti-draft/Anti-nuke" at 1 p.m. today in
Classrooms,
Business
rooms 1 and 4. Call Evelyn
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SPORTING GOODS STORE
111
EE3

Interview techniques
for individuals with
disabilities
will
be
disi7u.ssed at 12:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Almaden
Room.

Denevi

SNOW GUARANTEED

TRi-Cilr, "WORLD’S LARGEST"

The International
Program will present a
slide show at 2:30 p.m.
Journalism
in
today
Classrooms, Itooni134. Call
Jim or Caroline at 277-3781,
for more information.

The India Student
Association will meet at
12:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Montalvo Room.

Get
out the
lemon

The
Collegium
Musicum next will perform
at 4 p.m. Dec. 6 at the
Triton Museum of Art in
Santa Clara. Admission is
$3

BUYS THIS AMAZING MEN’S OR
LADIES SKI PACKAGE: TOP QUALITY SKIS,
BOOTS, BINDING, PROFESSIONAL MOUNTING, POLES, PARKA, INSULATED SKI BIB,
LEATHER GLOVES, WOOL HAT 8 SUN
GLASSES PLUS TRI-CITY WILL REBATE ’1
PER DAY, UP TO ’100, FROM THE DATE OF
YOUR PURCHASE UNTIL SQUAW VALLEY
OPENS FOR SKIING. REBATE IN THE FORM
OF TRI-CITY SPORTING GOODS GIFT CERTIFICATE. THE SOONER YOU BUY, THE
BIGGER YOUR REBATE. YOU CAN’T i_OSE
DURING TRI-CITY’S SNOW WHITE SKI SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS AT:

Davis at 298-1643. for more
information.

A Bible study for
Christian students will be
held at noon today in the
S.U. Pacheco Room.

[I,

5111
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Modern dance revived at SJSU

Pay 2
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San Francisco International Film Festival
The following is a complete list of films through October 21
"Three Brothers" (Italy) at the
Palace of Fine Arts, Friday at
9.30p m
"Sharing the Secrets: Selected
Gay Stories" (U S) at the
Castro Theatre tomorrow at
midnight
"Grendel Grendel Grendel"
animated feature at the
Palace of Fine Arts Saturday.
11 am Admission is free

"Hands Up!" (Poland) at the
Palace of Fine Arts, 1 p m
today Admission is free
"The Vulture" (Israel) at the
Palace of of Fine Arts 7 p m
today
"Children’s Island" (Sweden)
at the Palace of Fine Arts. 9 30
tonight
"Christ Stopped at (Moir
(Italy) at the Palace of Fine
Arts, tomorrow at 11 am
Admission is free
"Po
ion" (France/West
Germany) at the Palace of
Fine Arts tomorrow at 7 p m

"Priest of Love" (Great Britain)
at the Palace of Fine Arts
Saturday at 7 p m
"She Dances Alone" (U S ) at
the Palace of Fine Arts
Saturday at 9 30 p m

7/Pla
0E150)
’Jtioottg

"Castelporziano Ostia Dei
Poeti" (Italy) at Castro Theater
Saturday at midnight
"to Sono Magnani" (Belgium)
Sunday. 11 am at the Palace
of Fine Arts Admission is free
I.
Tribute to liri
Czechoslavak tan director of
the Academy Award-winning
"Closely Watched Trains" and
the new "Shortcut" will be on
hand for screening and film
clips in his honor Palace of
Fine Arts. 1 pm
"Shortcut" (C zechoslovak la)
at the Palace of Fine Arts,
Sunday at 7 p m
"The Man of Iron" (Poland) at
the Palace of Fine Arts,
Sunday at 9 30 p m
Winners of the Documentary
Film Competition at Castro
Theatre. 11 am Admission is
free
"La Macchina Cinema" (Italy)
at Castro Theatre, Monday at
4 p m Admission is free

NEW BOOKS
’JSED RECORDS
MAGAZINES
SPECIAL ORDEPS
BOOK SEARCH
We Tide
mos

Name the Tr Car
toon Character.
Win 5150 in Tlool;s.

13
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antrrIrr7
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The’to
,
1

1329 S. Winchest’sT
374-01502...ej

"21"

15111 Golden Gate Awards:
"Public Enemy No 1" and "An
Acquired Taste" at Castro
Monday
Theatre 7 pm
Admission is free
Castro
Slat
"Street Music" (1)
Theatre Monday at 9 30 p m
"Flame Top" at Castro Theatre
Tuesday at 1 pm Admission is
free
"Bin" at Castro Theatre
Tuesday at 4 p m Admission is
free
"Millionario and lose Rico on
the Streets of Life" (Brazil) at
Castro Theatre Tuesday at 7
pm
"For the Term of His Natural
Life" (Australia) at Castro
Theatre Tuesday at 9 30 p m
"Home for Gentle Souls"
(Bulgaria) at Castro Theatre
Wednesday, 1 p m Admission
is free
"Occupied Palestine" (U S I at
Castro Theatre Wednesday at
1 pm Admission is free
"Love Brewed.., in the
African Pot" (Ghana) at Castro
Theatre Wednesday at 7 p m
"Broken English" at Castro
Theatre Wednesday at 9 30
pm

music
Michael Silversher, tonight,
and Charlie Musselwhite
tomorrow at the Cellar. 4926
El Camino Real, Los Altos
(415)9640220

DEALERS

EARN S3004500 A

%A/Eck

TIliS SUMMER

RESISTER NOW 1OR INSTRUCTION
EXLEIIENT job OppORTUNiTiES

NEVAdA CASINOS
YOUR STAkE iN EARly!
AMERICAN INTERNATIONA1
DEALERS School

GET

209 W. SANTA CLARA, SAN Jost
(Wald BusiNiss CollEcit Bldg.)
(408) 287-9972

12

Garcia Brothers, tonight at the
Country Store, 157 W El
Camino. Sunnyvale (408) 7360921
Prodigy, tonight at Fargos
Pizza. Old Mill Center. 2540
California St Mountain View
(415)941-6373
and
tomorrow
Chaser,
Saturday at Fargos Pizza
Back in the Saddle plus Peter
Rowan and the Wild Stallions.
Friday at the Keystone Palo
Alto, 260 California Ave., Palo
Alto
Tasmanian Devils, Friday at
the Keystone Berkeley. 2119
University Ave. Berkeley
Symptoms, tonight at the
Stone. 412 Broadway. San
Francisco
Tom Verlaine, Oct 19 at
Market Street Cinema, 1077
Market. San Francisco
Silent Mink, tonight at the
Laundry Works, 87 San Pedro
St San lose
Supersets on KARA radio: Hits
of 1960 tonight at 8; Best of
Stevie Wonder and Wolf man
lack Show, tomorrow at Band
9 p m, Best of the Monk ees at
noon. Best of the Byrds at 6
pm and Wolf man lack Show
at 9 p m Saturday
The Motels, tonight at the Old
Waldorf. 8 pm Was (Not
Was) Friday at 8 p m
Fabulous Titans and Surface
Music. Friday at Berkeley
Square, 1333 University Ave.
Berkeley
Bustin Loose, tonight at
Frenchy’s. 29097 Mission
Blvd , Hayward
Lorez Alesandria Quartet,
Friday at 9 pm at Kuumbwa
lazz Center. 320-2 Cedar St.
Admission is
Santa Cruz
54 SO

Pamela Rose and the Eights,
rhythm and blues tonight at
San Andreas Restaurant, 406
Clement St. San Francisco
Backstage Pau, presented by
Videowest, airs on KGO TV
channel 7 Friday at 1:30 am
featuring videos of Kim
Carnes, Grace Jones, Stanley
Clark and George Duke and
Debbie Harry.

theater
Menagerie,
The Glass
presented by San lose
Reperatory Company, opens
tonight and runs through Oct
25 at Montgomery Theatre.
downtown San lose Tickets
are available at all major
outlets or from San lose Rep
by mail or phone (2947572)
Evening performances are at 8
pm except Sunday Oct 18 at
7 pm
There are three
matinees at 2 p m Sunday.
Oct 18. Wed Oct. 21 and
Sunday, Oct. 25 Tickets range
from $S SO to $12 SO
Ducks and Lovers, presented
by West Valley College Drama
Department. opens Oct 21
and runs through Oct 24
Curtain is at 8.15 pm and
tickets are $3 general admission. $2 students and
senior citizens admitted free
"Richard II" presented by the
American Conservatory
Theater runs through Feb 9
Tickets are available at the
Geary Theatre box office and
major ticket agencies
"I Remember Mama," the
story of a Norwegian immigrant family struggling to
make a good life in 1910 San
Francisco Presented by ACT
Runs through Ian 8 at the
Geary Theatre. San Francisco

"Salted Linen" and "Life in the
Fast Lane" two one-act plays
by local writers Bernadette
Huk Eun Cha and Lane Kiyomi
Nishikawa through Oct 25 at
the Asian American Theater
Co For ticket information call
(415)752-8324.
"Rodgers and HartA Musical
Celebration" presented by
Theatenvest, runs through
Saturday at 50 University Ave
Los Gatos. For information
call 395-5434
"Pretzels" presented by the.
Unicorn Stage Co. runs
through Sunday at the Central
YMCA Theater, 220 Golden
Gate, San Francisco
Women
Festival
of
A
Playwrights, presented by the
One Act Theatre Company
Two complete sets of one-act
plays, playing on alternate
weekends tomorrow through
Dec. 5 Tickets are $7.50
Thursday and Sunday, $850
Friday and Saturday. $2
are available
discounts
Thursday and Sunday for
seniors, students, groups and
unemployed. For further
information call 421-6162
"Bleacher Bums" an openended run at the Fox Theatre,
533 Pacific. San Francisco.
"Peter Pan" starring Sandy
Duncan at the Golden Gate
Theater, 1 Taylor Street, San
Francisco Ends Nov 1
"Pirates of Penzance" at the
Orpheum
Theater. 1192
Market St San Francisco (415)
474.3800 Ends Nov 28
"Trials of Brother lero" by
Nigerian playwright Wole
Soyinka. and "Companions of
the Fire" by Ali Wadud, two
one-act plays run through
Nov 1 at the Lorraine Hansherry Theater, 2940 16th St.
San Francisco

WE BUY AND SELL NEW & USED BOOKS
college reading
’Paperbacks and hardbacks
Science fiction
Records
Buying, selling and trading
Supplemental

Recycle Bookstore
138 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
286-6275

OPEN DAILY 1000-9:00
SUNDAYS
10:00-6:00
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Bands struggle to survive
in South Bay music scene
By Janet Weeks
Staff Writer

musicians.
Tim Abbott of Tim
Abbott and the Space
called the music scene in
the South Bay -god
awful."
Tim Alexander, lead
guitarist for A Western
Front, agreed with Abbott.

Silicon Valley,
The
world renowned
for its electronics
and aerospace industries,
has never been known for
its opportunities in the
entertainment
field.
Making it big in the realm
of popular music means
Los Angeles or San
Francisco on the West
Coast, not Cupertino or San
Jose.
Perhaps no one understands the South Bay
music scene better than the
musicians struggling for
survival here.
Three up-and-coming
bands, Tim Abbott and the
Space, A Western Front
and Mannequin, performing last Thursday at
the Keystone Palo Alto, all
agreed that while it’s a
great place to Live, San
Jose is no mecca for

Valley
Clara
Santa
provides a good testing
end
bands
"most
ground,
up in Los Angeles eventually."
’’There’s no better
market than San Jose or
San Francisco, but there’s
no record companies up

Valley good testing ground
but most bands go to L.A.
"There are several cities
where new music catches
on fast," but San Jose is
just not one of them, he
said.
Alexander said that
"San Jose is not quite
ready" for his music,
which he described as
"art/pop."
And Christopher Bock,
drummer for Mannequin,
said that although the

The
Entertainer
Staff

here," Bock said.
Bock said he practices
eight hours a day, and
holds down a part-time job
four nights a week in San
Francisco.
"You’ve got to be
said.
Bock
serious,"
"You’ve got to work hard
and rehearse a lot."
But along with "hard
"good
work"
and
training," it seems there is
another factor necessary
for success.
"It takes a lot of
said
John
money,"
Harada, Western Front
key boardist.
"Mannequin has been

lucky," Bock said. "We
acquired a backer." A
backer is a person or group
who puts up money for the
jand. Bock said he feels
that it’s been their strong
financial backing that has
opened the doors for them.
Last Thursday’s show
was Mannequin’s first
professional performance.
"The music industry
has a lot to do with talent,"
Alexander said. Alexander
has been playing music for
11 years. and has been with
A Western Front since
January.
There is a detectable
South Bay influence in the
songs of these hometown
bands.
For example, Mannequin plays "Xerox Your
Love," and "Five O’Clock
Traffic" and A Western
Front performs "C’mon
Johnny," a military-like
tune.
The musicians ideas
differed on their future
goals. While Bock said
wants
to
Mannequin
become a "very popular
band," Alexander said he
wanted to "make it as an
artist."

Photo by Stephen Blakeman

Jeremy Hale, vocalist for Mannequin, performed
Oct. 8 at the Keystone.
"I’m interested in
artistic expression," he
said.
As the music industry
moves further into video
and high-technology and
synthesized sound. it is
probably inevitable that
the South Bay will become
more important. Residents

here have a better standard of living, more
money, and more leisure
time.
But for now, the phrase
remains, "go south, young
band."
A Western Front will
be playing in the Student
Union on Oct. 18.

Wing’s
Chinese
Restaurant
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Excellent Good Average Mediocre Pitiful

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Closed Mondays
6 Blocks north of
Santa Clara St. between
3rd & 4th
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson St.

ASTOR’S
Coin -Op Auto Wash
Always Open
Wash, wax. & vac. your car today
Two Locations in San Jose
732 S. First St. (sear irginia)
840 Lincoln (At Lonus St.)
MAKE YOLR CAR SMILE... Ni ASH IT!

411111,

5AE.

The Most Unique Store on th Say Aeo
Sales and Rentals

Monsters, Witches,
Skeletons, Pirates,
Cartoon Characters,
Demons, Animals.
A full line of
theatrical make up,
wigs, beards, and
mustaches.
Costumes of all
kinds!!

rihrS

Special effects, costume fabrics,
and much, much, morel
a ’a THEATRICAL
CRitada,
1687W. Son Carlos St

Son Jose CA 95128

(408) 293-6036
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Danceworks--the best of both worlds

Irv"

Photo by Bob

Bel/lank)

Danceworks founders (from left) Mary Pantiaja, Melinda Martin-lackson, Candace Ammerman and Shirley
Horst Sims work to perfect their dance for this weekend’s performance.
By Kris Eldred
Staff Writer
most dancers,
For
the only place to
find work and
gain fame is New York,
where performing is
everything and life is often
lived out of cardboard
boxes.
But the members of
Danceworks, a new

modern dance company
sponsored by SJSU’s
Education
Continuing
program and the Theatre
Arts Department, want to
give dancers a choice
between New York and the
West Coast. They intend to
give dancers the best of
both worlds the chance
to perform and the opportunity to lead normal
lives offstage.

"In

The four founding
members of Danceworks,
who are SJSU alumae, will
present a modern dance
concert Oct. 16 and 17 at 8
p.m. in the University
Theatre. Tickets are $4
general and $3.50 for
students and senior
citizens. They are
available at the Theatre
Box Office. The hour and a
half show will feature the

four core group members,
two visiting artists and 15
SJSU students.
Mary Panttaja, a
member of Danceworks,
said one of the group’s
goals is to "increase the
options open to dancers."
New York is not a
pleasant place to live,"
said Panttaja, who danced
in New York with the River
Repertory Company. "I

went back to visit a friend
who is a popular dancer in
New York and, although
she was always working,
she lived out of cartons in
Brooklyn."
Panttaja, along with
Ammerman,
Candace
Shirley Horst Sims and
Martin-Jackson,
Melinda
helped to establish Danceworks. By starting more
companies in towns across
the United States, Panttaja
believes more dancers
could benefit, giving them
a better chance to find
work in a reasonable city.
A person should be able
to pick where they want to
live and then find work,
Panttaja said, but as a
dancer it is very hard. New
York is where dancers can
usually find work, but it is
not a good place to raise a
family.
Besides opening the
options to dancers, the
members of Danceworks
hope to become an extension of the university’s
dance program and to help
bridge the gap between the
university and the community.
Each of the members
of Danceworks is an
alumnae of SJSU. All but
Panttaja received their
Bachelor of Arts degrees in
Theatre Arts/Dance from
the university. Panttaja, a
graduate of the University
of California, Berkeley, did
one year of graduate work
at SJSU in 1978-79. All of
the members have performed with various dance
companies in the Bay Area.
Ammerman, who
made most of the groups’
arrangements for practice

and got the university
support, is also a dance
instructor at SJSU. She
graduated Magna Cum
Laude from SJSU in 1975
and began working here in
1976. She has worked on
campus as an instructor on
and off for four years.
Ammerman believes
the group will help dancers
refine the art of dancing
and revive the inspiration
needed to produce good
dancers.
"When you go through
all the compulsory classes
one can go through, you
must begin with a peer
group, a group that will
criticize and work with you
in a supportive way,"
Ammerman said.
"There are other dance
groups in the Bay Area,"
she added. "In San Jose,
there are two or three. We
all have different specific
goals, but we all want to
cooperate to enhance the
performing arts in the San
Jose area. There is room
here for all of us."
Ammerman added that
she thinks the dance group
will help the university get
closer to the people in the
community by becoming a
source of entertainment
and education.
Danceworks members
plan eventually to tour San
Jose elementary schools,
high schools and junior
colleges giving lecture/demonstrations on
dancing forms and the
history of dance.
They also plan to teach
the community the differences between modern
dance and traditional
dance.
According
to

NIP
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10%withDiscount
coupon
expires Oct. 19

L 3617 UNION AVE. SJ 377-1335

448 No. San Pedro
Downtown
off of First
San Jose 298-1100
Fashion Apparel on
Consignment From The
Area’s Smartest
Women

\
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is offering $ 100
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Shirley Horst Sims uses her hair to create a mood yyliile practicing a dance for
Danceworks, an alumnae modern dance company.

IP

Panttaja, the main difference between ballet, the
form closest in style to
modern, and modern dance
is that ballet dancers must
use slippers and modern
dance is performed without
any shoes.
The difference used to
be really distinct when
ballet was more structured
40 years ago," she said.
Ammerman said that
she believes modern dance
was born as "a revolution
against the rigid, strict
forms of ballet."
"Modern dance allows
dancers to be an individual," she said.
Though this is not
SJSU’s first dance company, Ammerman is sure it

will last longer than the
SJS Dance Ensemble, a
group that folded two years
ago because of "family
matters," according to
Arrunerrnan.
"It started with seven
members, but they all quit
because they either moved
away or decided they
couldn’t raise a family and
continue to dance," she
said. "That isn’t going to
happen to us. We plan to
get together a professional
dance group."
Although Danceworks
is currently supported by
Continuing Education and
the Theatre Arts/Dance
Department, they want to
be sponsored by a corporation in the San Jose

area.
The money is here,"
Ammerman said. "All we
need is someone to spark a
company’s imagination.
We are a non-profit
organization. It would be
nice to be sponsored by a
company."
Ammerman added that
there is "no lack of interest
to form a professional
dance group just a lack
of leadership and money."
Ammerman’s teaching
skills and Panttaja’s experience, as well as the
dancing abilities of MartinJackson and Horst Sims,
should make a good show.
The group practices as
much as possible, including
weekends and mornings.

Photo by Bob Bernardo

Melinda Martin-lackson (standing) and Candace Ammerman practice a duo
segment of a group dance symhol.iing water.
During practice, they
encourage each other to
use more facial expression
and help one another
perfect dance moves.
"Bring spirit and
expression into your
faces," shouts Panttaja
from the sidelines as she

ntIDAY nicks

pre writ s

isents

THE LOVELIEST

IN
HE BAY AREA
LIVE NUDE SHOW
EVERT HOUR
front 11 A.M.
p/u s
EXPLICIT- HARDCOZ.E

improve Danceworks and
make it succeed because it
is "still in the planning
stage."
"What we really want
to do now is get through the
concert and then plan for
the future," Ammerman
said. 4

LATH) STUDENTS PROGRAM FiCARD
SAN JOSE STATE tiNIVERSITN

THE PINK POODLE
THEATRE
"NUDE DANCERS"

watches dancers perform
dance
she
to
a
choreographed. "I can see
quality, but I need more
expression. You must be
unified. React to one
another."
Ammerman says the
group is looking for ways to

JAMES DEAN
Friday, October 16

color -

ADULT
MOVIES sound
328 S. BASCOM AVE. OPEN 11 A.M.

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE (8 pm) *EAST OF EDEN (wpm)
ROTH

FOR $1.75

Morris Dailey Auditorium

For more information. call 277-322)1
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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’Innocent Age’ finest album yet
By Greg Robertson
City Editor
latest
With his
album The Innocent Age," Dan
Fogelberg has established
himself as one one the most
prolific singer/songwriters
around today.
"The Innocent Age" is
the finest album yet to
come from the man who
put out six of the finest
albums of the last decade.
Success hasn’t spoiled
Fogelberg, as with each
gold album and more
recently platinum, his
music only gets better.
Fogelberg made his
fans wait nearly two years
since his last album
-Phoenix" was released at
Christmas, 1979.
Rumors of his new
album had been spreading
since last November, but it

never seemed to arrive.
Even with the release of a
new single in January,
"Same Old Lang Syne,
the album didn’t follow.
Just what was taking
so long for the album to
come out?
The secret was
revealed when it was
finally released. Fogelberg
had been plotting a double
a
album all along;
collection of 16 songs that
establish new plateaus for
this talented artist.
reveals
Fogelberg
more of himself in his
most
friends
than
lyrics
reveal in a lifetime.
Through his words, Dan
Fogelberg becomes a
friend.
He writes of love, life,
growing up and feelings
that we all share. His lyrics
personify nature, as in his
description of morning in

the song "The Sand and the
Foam."
an
Dawn. . . like
angel
Lights on the steps
Muting the morning

The day wears old
His romantic songs
touch feelings that are hard
for people to express. But
Fogelberg has a way with
words that hit close to the

Album
review
she heralds
Dew on the grass
Like the tears the night
wept
come long before

heart.
But what makes
Fogelberg so special is the
music he puts to his lyrics
make him much more than

fooi4
13th ANNUAL SJSU
ALL -CAMPUS TOURNAMENT
Compete in
CHESS
8 -BALL
TABLE SOCCER
BACKGAMMON
TABLE TENNIS
Entry Fee - 54..

Beyond his guitars,
both acoustic and electric,
Fogelberg also plays the
piano, bass, percussion,
synthesizers, steel guitar,
Arp string ensemble and
hammer dulcimer.
Emmylou Harris, Joni
Mitchell, Tom Scott and
Don Henley and Glenn
Frey of the Eagles are
among the people who
pitched in to make "The
Innocent Age" so good.
The message of this
album is about growing up.
In fact, Fogelberg quotes
Thomas Wolfe on the
jacket of the album. Wolfe
wrote "Man’s youth is a
wonderful thing: It is so
full of anguish and of magic
and he never comes to
know it as it is, until it has
gone from him forever."
Fogelberg carries on
this theme, shining on
songs such as "Nexus,"
"In The Passage," "The
Innocent Age" and "The
Lion’s Share."
He has a fine selection
of heart-fluttering songs
also, with "Hard To Say"
the finest of the group.

"The Innocent Age"
also contains a few old
friends. "Same Old Lang
Syne" is on the album, as is
"Times Like These" from
the "Urban Cowboy"
soundtrack.
Also on this album is
"Run For The Roses," a
song Fogelberg wrote and
performed before the
Kentucky Derby in 1980.
Among the more
touching selections on the
album is "Leader Of The
Band," a tribute to his
father ( My life has been a
poorer attempt to imitate
the man
’’The Innocent Age" is
one of those albums that
once purchased is the only
record on your turntable
for quite a while. It has the
ability to life your spirits
when you feel low and to
bring you in touch with the
world when you are flying
high.
With lyrics like those
found in "Ghosts," the final
cut on the album, it is easy
to understand why.
Every ghost that calls
upon us
Brings
another
measure in the mystery
Death is there to keep
us honest
And constantly remind
us we are free

.eSTUDIO 41.77"-’11
****************************

tc

1-s-1- Place awards for each event provided by

COORS
The SJSU Student Union is a member of ACU-I, which holds
annual regional and national tournaments to determine
National Collegiate Champions in backgammon, chess,
table soccer, table tennis, 8 -Ball and other events.
Our All -Campus Tournament is held to select participants
for the ACU-1 Regional:
This year’s Regional Tournament will be held at Stanford
Winners of the All -Campus
University, February 12-14.
Tournament will represent SJSU in that tournament.

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE STATE
144321)
277-222*

a poet. He is a premiere
musician, one of the purest
acoustical
guitarists
around today.

"The New York Disco--Thursdays-Exclusively Adults!
No Admission Charge!
Fridays & Saturdays
Everyone Over 17 Welcome!
Adults--Free Admission
and Champagne for Adults
on Fridays!
Come on Friday Oct. 23rd
featuring

CITY

with Gavin Christopher
Adults Free, Minors $3.00
Call 279-3387 for information on
free cake and champagne for adult
birthday parties!
47 Notre Dame St., San Jose 95113
Open 9.00 p.m. -2:00 a.m.

*
*
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’French Lieutenant’s Wornan’ superb
S
A United Artists release
starring Meryl Streep
and leremy Irons. Now
playing at Century 23,
San lose
By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
temTender,
tanpestuous,
that’s
talizing
Lieutenant’s
"The French
Woman."

Film
Review
If you’re looking for a
film full of fluff and laughs,
you won’t enjoy this movie.
But if you want your
emotions aroused, to feel
spine-tingling intensity and
a desire to become part of a
movie,
"The French
Lieutenant’s Woman" is
the film to see.
The movie is based on
a 1969 novel by John

Fowles.
The
central
characters are Charles
Smithson, a British gentleman and Darwinian
geologist, portrayed by
Jeremy Irons, and Sarah
Woodruff, played by Meryl
Streep. Woodruff is known
"French
the
as
whore"
Lieutenant’s
because of her rumored
French
a
with
relationship
official.
Irons, a newcomer,
starts off as a a rather nonbland
and
descript
character but as the plot
thickens his acting abilities
expand to keep pace with
Streep.
Streep, as superb as
ever, uses all her talents
via phrasing, glances and
mannerisms to take on
Sarah’s inconsistent yet
seductive and calculating
ways.
Director Karel Reisz
and screenwriter Harold
Pinter through technology
and artistry have brought
Fowles’ novel to life.
Fowles’ novel revolves
around an 1867 Victorian
romace and the morals of
that time.
Also in the novel, and
movie, is the affair between Anna, the American
actress who is playing
Sarah Woodruff in the
movie, and Mike, the
British actor who is por-

traying Charles Smithson.
These parts are played by
Streep
and
Irons,
respectively.
Sound confusing? It is
a bit at first but it doesn’t
take long to seek the
convergence of the Victorian and 20th Century
romance.
The movie begins with
the filmmakers on location
filming a scene.
Within minutes Streep,
as Sarah, wallies briskly
along the seawall’s edge
overlooking wild, crashing
waves as grey clouds hang
ominously overhead.
Cloaked in a cape, she
is constantly splashed, and
the viewer anticipates the
waves knocking her off the
edge.
superb
The
and
cinematography
beautiful scenery sustain
you as the story unfolds.
While Charles is
walking near the seawall
with his fiancee he notices
Sarah standing alone at the
seawall’s edge.
Although he doesn’t
know her, Charles runs up
to warn her of the danger,
yet all he can see is the
hooded cape until slowly,
she turns her head toward
him, only to stare. No
words are spoken though
much is said through this
glance.

Jar__
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After this meeting
Charles becomes obsessed
with Sarah, yearning to
know more about her.
Although Sarah is
castigated by society due to
her affair, Charles is
enamored,
constantly
trailing her.
Then the audience is
taken to the 20th Century as
Anna and Mike, in bed,

socially, she is like no other
woman. She is free.
Then back to the 20th
Century we find Mike
questioning Anna about her
depression, realizing Anna
seems to be absorbing
Sarah’s traits.
Charles
is
now
desperately in love with
Sarah while at the same
time Mike tells Anna he

Streep uses all her talents
to express Sarah’s character

rehearse their scripts. It’s
almost an intrusion until
we
discover
their
relationship parallels that
of Sarah and Charles.
The most moving scene
is when Sarah tells Charles
of her romance with the
French lieutenant: how
although she is scarred

loves her, or is it Sarah he
loves?
And then Sarah
disappears.
Three years later we
observe Charles sitting in a
wicker chair, staring
aimlessly at the ocean and
the seawall, when a note is
sent revealing Sarah’s

whereabouts.
When Charles finds her
he’s furious but because he
loves her he forgives her.
A happy ending or a
sad ending?
Fowles had two endings to his novel.
At a cast party we see
Mike and Anna glance, a
signal to meet upstairs in
the room where their last
scene took place.
Mike, as Charles often
did, hurries upstairs in a
frenzy to meet his love,
only to find the room
empty. A car motor revs
up, he rushes to the window
yelling "Sarah!"
The plot twists are
constant and permeate the
entire movie. But this
emotional roller coaster is
the stuff good movies are
made of.
When was the last time
you sat in awe of film
characters who tug at your
heart, exquisite scenery
and constant jolts in the
plot that move you to lean
forward in your seat. You
can’t remember?
Go see "The French
Lieutenant’s Woman.’4
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Valet Parking

87 San Pedro Square

WORKS

A RESTAURANT

OCT. 17 & 18
HILL COUNTRY
15060 Foothill Rd

MORGAN HILL

GREAT FAMILY
"FUN"-GUSI
SKY DIVERS
HOT AIR BALLOONS
MOTORIZED HANG GLIDER
DEMONSTRATION
GAMES CLOWNS
ART SHOW
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE
FAMIL Y ENTERTAINMENT

OVER 80 MUSHROOM
DELICACIES TO
PLEASE YOUR PALATE

Corner of N San Pedro and W St Jobn

287-1456

iumminiumet
ADMISSION ’4 00

SENIORS ’2 00

KIDS UNDER 12 ’1 00

Science Foundation ;
seven SJSU graduati
Moss Landing Mar
study effects of ocean
The grant mach
facility to send t
"Cayuse" to NI;
yesterday. SJSU gr
plot ocean currents
while waiting to
University of Oregc
After the two vi
the coast of Mexico
effects of pollution oi
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PILCE
MARKET
aliE
shops
International restaurants

EIS

1015 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE SAN JOSE
(across from the
Winchester Mystery House)

OPEN MON-THURS 11-9
FRI & SAT 11-11, SUN 12-8

recE

A magical new dining experience awaits
you at Town & Country Village. Our garden mall, with its quaint brick walkways,
lined with plants and trees, offers a potpourri of international restaurants and
shops, with an occasional musician entertaining in our courtyard. The whole
atmosphere is rich in color, aroma,
movement and sounds. A new and
remarkably attractive center awaits your
presence.
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(Greek)
buy ones GYROS sandwich
second one...
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(Ice Cream)
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(Sandwiches)

(Italian)

PIG OUT on all the
spaghetti you can eat

buy one FABULOUS DELI SANDWICH
second one...
(with coupon)

(with coupon)
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Fabulous Hawaiian Holiday
you are welcomed to wear anything Hawaiian
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